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Compatibility (EMC)

USA- Federal Communications Commlslon (FCC)
This equipment has been tested and found to comply woth the limits for a Class 8 digital device PEfSuant to Part 15 of
the FCC rules These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection apinst harmful Interference in a residential
Installation This equipment generates. uses and can radiate radio frequency enerjlY and If not Installed and used In
accordance with the instructions may cause harmful interference to radio communications However. there is no
guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful
Interference to radio or television reception (which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on). the user
Is encouraged to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures·

e

Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.

e

Increase the separation between the equipment and the receiver.

•

Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different to that which the receiver Is connected.

e

Consult the dea ler or an experienced radioii'V technician for help .

Industry Canada Compliance Statement
This digita l apparatus does not exceed the Class B lim its for radio noise emissions from digital apparatus as set out in
the Interference-causing equipment standard titled "Digital Apparatus·. ICES-003 of Industry Canada.

Avis de conformlte aux normes d'lndustrle Canada
Cet appareil num~rique respecte les limites de bNit radio~lectriques appllcables aux apparells num~iques de Class
8 prescrites dans Ia norme sur le mat~iel brouilleur: 'Apparells num~lques·. NMB-003 edlctee par lndustrle canada.

Compliance
Tbe prod~H:t, Aeore Computers Rise PC, Models 'ACB77B' aftd 'SRP', .,,._. I\OC be cOftll&"rad odl« dlaa
cOftii& ..,.Uo fte u marketed uftder model n ..mbers 'AC877B' aftd 'SRP', to aaeura the produd, u mark-d to
the cooeumer, le captoble of complylnc wid! the FCC recuJauo....
Chancee and modltlaooUons not expre..ly approved by the ptorty responsible for c ompllan. . could •old die
u.seres authority t o operate the equi pment.

Where. as allowed by this guide for the Acorn Rise PC Models 'ACB778' and "SRP'. plug in printed circuit board
assemblies. disc drives. or other aseemblies are Hued in this equipment by the user. or peripheral devices connected
externally to this equipment. such assemblies or devices not supplied by Acorn Computers Umlted via your system
supplier MUST:

e
e

e
e

Conform to the safety requirements of IEC950 or the applicable equivalent naUonal requirements.
Conform with the EMC requirements for the country o f Installation with respect to Immu nity and emission. and
emission levels to be Class B.
Conform to national requirements for approval o f telecommunications networks and/or services.
All cables used to connect this equipment to ex~ernal peripheral devices MUST be shielded with overall metal
screen grounded to earth at both ends.

It lethe responsibility of the user to ensure that these conditions are complied with end they shCMIId reque.t the
euppller or manufac turer of each a . .mbly to provide auuranee on these points.
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Welcome to the new Acorn Rise PC range!
The Acorn Rise PC is the flagship of the new generation of Acorn computers; its
innovative design and dual processor capability have already set new standards
among personal computers. Now, the new upgraded Rise PC provides a host of
improvements in performance, with the StrongARM processor available for the
first time.
Your computer is also easy to expand; you can upgrade and update the hardware
and software yourself using standard upgrades available from your supplier
Your new computer is made to the same high standards of quality and reliability
that Acorn users have come to expect.
We value your comments and feedback. so please let your supplier know of any
suggestions you have as to how we might improve our service to you - the Acorn
Rise PC incorporates many such suggestions. Your supplier will also assist you
should you ever feel dissatisfied with any aspect of our product or service- Acorn
suppliers have full support from Acorn itself.
To help us provide you with the best service, please complete and return the
enclosed Owner Support Card. This enables us to keep our valued and growing
family of users informed about new developments. You are not of course obliged
to answer all the questions, should you prefer to leave any of them blank.
The first part of this guide. Getting started, introduces the computer: it explains how
to connect it together and how to start using it. It doesn't matter if you've never
used a computer before, the system is easy to use, and you need learn only a few
simple techniques to get going. You can pick up the details as you go along.
The Hardware reference section and the Appendices give you advice about looking after
your computer. along with more detailed information which you may need to refer
to when you want to add things like expansion. memory and network cards
Once you have set everything up and mastered the basic techniques described in
this guide. the RISC OS 3 User Guide, also supplied, will help you to get the best out
of your computer and answer many other questions you may have about using the
computer.

David Lee
Managing Director
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informatton and paniculars 1n this manual) are e1ven by Acorn Computers Lim1ted in good faith However, Acorn
Computer~ Limited cannot accept any liab11ity for any loss or damage aristng from the use of any mformation or
particulars in this manual. or any mcorrect use of the products All maintenance and service on the product must be
carried out by Acorn Computers' authorised dealers or Approved Service Centres Acorn Computers Limited can
accept no liability whatsoever for any loss or damage caused by service. maintenance or repair by unauthorised
personnel
If you have any comments on this manual. please complete the form at the back of the manual , and send 11 to the
address g1ven there
Acorn supplies its products through an international distribution network Your supplier is available to help resolve
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Guidelines for safe operation

Guidelines for safe operation
This product Is not Intended for use as a crlttc:al component In Ufe support devices or a ny system In which failure
could be expected to result In personallnJuJY.
The equ1pment descnbed in this guide is des1gned and manufactured to comply w1th International safety standard
EN60950 and is mtended for use only as a personal computer It must not be used for other purposes It IS most
Important that mstallation and operation are earned out m accordance w1th the Instructions given in this guide In the
mterests of continued safe and reliable operation. observe the followmg guidelines

Electrical safety

•
•
•
•
•
•

This equipment must be earthed (grounded) to prevent electrical shock hazard .
The power supply In this unit Is factory-set for the country of sale . It Is not user-adJustable .
The equipment shall be installed near the power outlet. which shall be readily accessible
If the plug supplied Is not suitable for the power supply in your country, please consult your supplier
Do not attempt to open any display or monitor, whether supplied with the equipment or not
Do not exceed the followi ng maximum current/voltage ratings ·
Mouse Interface
Monitor Interface
Network card

80mA
300mA
250mA
600mA

Expansion cards
[per card!

250mA

+12V

lOrnA

-5V

Keyboard interface

•
•

•

LA

}

Total power consumption
should no1 exceed PSV
maxtmum ratlne

Do not operate this equipment if any cables are damaged
Switch off and unplug the equipment and any accessories before opening the unit (e g to install an upgrade)
Switch off and unplug the equipment if you're not going to use it for a few days

Installation
e This equipment is for mdoor use only (in a dry and dust-free environment) .
e Do not expose the equipment to sudden extremes in temperature, d1rect sunlight or other heat sources

e

You should attach the tower feet when using the computer m tower mode, in order to ensure that the ventilation
slots are not obstructed

e
e
e

Stand equipment on a hard level surface. allowing enough space for air to circulate when muse
Locate the equipment in such a way that it does not present a hazard or interfere w1th other equipment
Do not stand equ1pment weighing more than 16k.g (35lbs) on top of this equ1pment It 1s recommended that
heav1er monitors are placed directly on the work surface

e

Ensure that any wires and cables are routed sensibly so that they cannot be snagaed or tripped over. Don't tug
or twist any wires or cables, or use them to hang or lift any of the units

e
e

The equ1pment should only be operated with the covers secured

e
e
e

Keep the p lastic bags used in the packaging away from children and animals

Keep the machine at a room temperature of +5°C to +35°C (+4 1° to +95° Fahrenheit) and a relative humidity of
)0% to 80% (non-condensing).
Keep the original packaging in case you need to transport the computer.
The computer is designed for desktop use on ly

Precautions In use
e Do not spill liquid on the equipment. If you do. turn the equipment off immediately and take it to your supplier
for assessment

e
e

Do not drop the equipment or subject it to excessive bumping and jarring
Do not obstruct or cover the equipment. or poke objects into 1t

v
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UK Information
As the colours of the cores In the AC power lead of this equipment may not correspond to the coloured markings
Identifying the terminals In your plug. proceed as follows

e

The core which is coloured creea and yeUow must be connected to the terminal in the plug coloured green and
yellow. or marked by the letter E or by the earth symbol ~

e
e

The core which IS coloured blue must be connected to the terminal coloured black or marked with the letter N
The core which IS coloured brown must be connected to the terminal coloured red or marked with the letter L

The mains lead supplied with the power supply unit is already fitted with a moulded plug incorporating a 5A fuse . If It
does not fit your socket outlet. the p lug should be removed from the mains lead and Hfely disposed of. The nexlble
cord insu lation shou ld then be stripped back as appropriate. A suitable alternative plug should then be fitted If the
replacement plug is intended to take a fuse. then a 5A fuse must be used
Wamlncl The moulded plug. when removed, presents an electrical shock hazard It should never be Inserted in a IJA
socket outlet elsewhere In the house. since there is an extreme danger of electncal shock.
If you need to replace the fuse 1n the mains plug supplied. then you must use a 5A fuse. ASTA-approved to BSI362
Never use mains plugs with the fuse carrier omitted If you lose the fuse carrier. either replace it with a earner of the
same type and manufacturer or replace the mo ulded plug with another mains plug. wired as detailed above

Information for Australia and New Zealand
This equipment should be fined with a plug that complies with the requirements of ASJII2-1990 and NZ SS 198-1967
If the plug fitted does not tit your socket outlet. it should be removed from the mains lead and safely dlspoHd of A
suitable alternative plug should then be fitted. following the instructions provided w1th 1t
Wamlq! The moulded plug. when removed. presents an electrical shock hazard It should never be inserted 1n a
socket outlet elsewhere 1n the house. since there Is an extreme danger of electrical shock.
As the colours of the cores In the mains cord o f this equipment may not correspond to the coloured markinas
identifying the terminals In your plug, proceed as follows

e

The core which Is coloured creen and yellow must be con nected to the terminal in the plug which Is marked E
or GREEN or coloured areen

e
e

The core which is coloured blue must be connected to the terminal wh1ch Is marked N
The core wh1ch Is coloured brown must be connected to the terminal which Is marked P or A.

Never use an unapproved mains plug. In the event of damage to the mains p lu&. replace it with another approved to
the above national standards (or one approved for your socket outlet) and wired as detailed above.
If In any doubt. please contact a qualified electrician able to complete the task for you .
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Regeln zur Betrlebssicherheit (Guidelines for safe operation)
01Produkt 1st nlcht zur Verweadu.c aJs eatscheldeades BauteU In LebenH rilahuncsceriiten oder In
Systemen, In deaen eln Versacen zu Korperverletzuncen fiihren ld~nate, aedacht.
Konstrukt1on und Verarbeitung des hier beschriebenen Gerats erfOIIen die mtemauonalen Sicherheitsnormen
EN60950 Das Gerlit 1st ausschlie~lich zur Verwendung als Personalcomputer vorgesehen und darf zu ~emem anderen
Zwedt emgeseiZI werden Bei Installation und Betrieb ist sorgfaltlg nach den hler gegebenen Anle1tungen vorzugehen
lm Interesse emes dauerhaft sicheren und zuverllissigen Betriebs sind folgende Punkte zu beachten

Elektrische Slcherheit
e Z.um AlliiSChlull der StromschJaccefabr das Cerit erden.

e

Ger3t in der N3he elner gut zug~nglichen Steckdose aufstellen
Den Handler benachrlchtigen. falls der mitgelieferte Stecker nicht der natlonalen Norm entspncht

•

Nlemals elnen Monitor oder ein Anzeigegerat zu Offnen versuchen .

e

Polgende Nennstromstarken nicht Oberschreiten·

•

Mausschnittstelle
Thslaturschmttstelle
Monltorschnittstelle
Netz.karte
Erwelterungskarten
tpro Karte)

80mA
300mA
250mA
600mA
lA
250mA
lOrnA

+5V
+12V
·5V

e
e

Nlcht mit dem Gerl!t arbeiten, wenn ein Kabel beschlidlgt 1st
Vor dem Offnen des Gehlluses (Z B beim lnstallieren eines Upgrades) den Computer und aile Peripherlegerllte
ausschalten und den Netzstecker ziehen.

e

Gerllt ausschalten und den Netzstecker ziehen. wenn es einige Tage lang nicht benutzt wnd

Installation

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
•

e
e

Ger:lt nur m geschlossenen (trockenen und staubfreien) Rl!umen verwenden
Ger:lt nicht pl()tzlichen starken temperaturschwankungen der direkten Sonneneinstrahlung oder anderen
H1tuquellen aussetzen
Bel der Aufstellung des Computers als Turrnversion die TurrnfOf'e anbnngen. dam1t d1e LUftungsOifnungen mcht
blocklert werden
Gerat auf elner harten. ebenen Unterlage aufstellen und genOgend Raum fOr d1e Luftzirkulation wahrend des
Betrlebs lassen
Gerat so aufstellen. da~ es keine Gefahr darstellt und andere Cerate nlcht stOrt
Kelne Ober 16kg schweren Systemteile auf dieses Gerat setzen Schwerere Monitore werden am besten direkt auf
die Arbeltsflache gestellt.
Anschluj3kabel und Leitungen so liihren. daj3 man an Ihnen nlcht hllngenblelben oder Ober sie stolpern kann An
Kabeln und Leitungen nicht rei~en oder ziehen oder mit Ihnen Teile hochheben
Belm Arbeiten mit dem Ger/lt mossen die Gehlluseabdeckungen stets ordnungsgema~ festgeschraubt sein.
Ole Raumtemperatur muj3 sich zwischen +5°C und +35°C und die relative Luftfeuchtlgkelt zwischen 10% und
80% (nlcht kondensierend) bewegen.
PlastlkhUIIen des Verpackungsmaterials von Kindem und Tieren fernhalten.
Orlglnalverpackung fOr einen eventuellen spateren Transport des Computers auFbewahren
Oieser Computer ist ausschliej3lich for den Einsatz als 11schcomputer gebaut

VorslchtsmaBnahmen bel der Verwendung
e Keme FlOssiekelten mit dem Gerllt in BerUhrung kommen lassen
e
e

Wenn FIUsslgkeit verschUttet wird. Gerllt sofort
ausschalten und den Schaden vom Handler begutachten lassen
Gerllt nicht fallenlassen und keinen Oberrnll~igen StOf'en und ErschOtterungen ausseuen
Cerat mcht blockleren oder zudeden. Keine Gegenstande hinelnstecken.
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Instructions de securite (Guidelines for sate operation)
Ce prodult n'a pas~~~ con~u pour etre utlllse com me composant fondamental d'~q ulpement d'asslstance

CD

m~dlcale

ou de tout

syst~me

ou un

d~faut

pourralt etre prevtslble et occaslon ner des dommaces physiques.

L'apparetl decrit dans ce guide est con~ et fabnqu~ conform~ment aux normes de s~curtt~ intemattonales EN60950
pour laue l'ob1et d'un usage personnel. II ne doit en aucun cas ~tre utili~ d·autres fins II est important de sutvre les
instructions d'installation et de fonctionnement donn~s dans ce guide Pour des ratsons de flabthtt! et de skuntt!.
respectez les instructions sulvantes.

a

Securlte electrlque

e
e
e
e
e

e
e
e

Cet appareU dolt etre mls a Ia terre afln

d'e~lter d 'eventuels

rlsques de chocs ~lectrlques.

Cet apparelI dolt etre tnstalle pres d'une pnse de courant facile d'acces
Stla prise fournte ne convient pas ill'alimentatton t!lectrique de votre pays, veuillez consulter votre fourmsseur
Ne tentez pas d·ouvnr t!crans ou momteurs fournts ou pas avec l'appareil
Ne depassez pas les caracteristiques sutvantes:
Interlace sowts
l ntcrla~ clavier
Interlace monlteur
Carte r~•e•u
Cartes d exten<Oon

80mA
300mA
250mA

lp.lrc.mel

2~0mA

ti2V

lOrnA

·W

600mA
lA

+5V

N'utilisez pas cet ~uapement si les ~bles sont dt!fectueux
Eteignez et dt!branchez votre appareil ainsa que tout accessoire avant d ouvm l'unlte (pour installer une version
plus puissante. par exemple)
Eteignez et debranchez votre appareil si vous ne pensez pas J'utiliser pendant quelques jours

Installation

e
e

N'utilisez cet appareal que dans une salle (a l'abn de l'humidttt! et de Ia poussiere)
N'exposez pas cet appareil A des changements de tempt!rature extremes. A Ia lumiere directe ou autres sources
de chaleur

e

Ftxez les pieds de l'appareallorsque vou~ uttlisez votre ordinateur en mode 'tour· afm de ne pas ob~truer les
fentes d'aerallon

e

Posez l'apparei l sur une surface stable et prevoyez suffisamment de place pour que l'air puisse circuler librement
lorsque l'appa reil fonctlonne.

e

Placez l'apparei l de fa<;on ace qu'il ne presente aucun risque ou ne perturbe pas le fonctionnement d'autres
appareils

e

Ne posez pas d'appareils de plus de ll*g sur cet appareil Placez les moniteurs encombrants directement sur Ia
surface de travail

e

Assurez-vous que les fils et ~bles sont soigneusement install~ afin d't!carter tout danger de trebuchement Ne
tirez pas ou ne tordez pas ou n'utilisez pas les His ou ~bles pour accrocher ou sou lever les umt~s

e
e

e
e
e

L:apparei l ne doit fonctlonner qu'avec les panneaux fixes.
Gardez cet apparel I ~ temperature ambiante variant entre +5°( et +35°C et une hum idite relative de 10% ~ 80%
(sans condensation)
Placez les sachets plastiques d'emballage hors de portt!e des enfants et des animaux
Gardez l'emballage d ongane au cas ou vous devriez transporter l'apparetl
Cet ordinateur est con~u pour etre utilist! unaquement comme ordtnateur de bureau

Precautions d'emplol

e
e
e

viii

Ne versez pas de llquide sur l'appareil. et si malencontreusement c'etalt le cas. faites le v~rifier par votre
fournisseur.

a

Ne faites pas tomber l'appareil ou ne le soumettez pas des chocs ou des secousses intempestlves
N'obstruez pas.

ne couvrez pas ou n'lns~rez pas d'objets dans !'apparel I

Guidelines for safe operation

lstruzioni per Ia sicurezza delle operazioni (Guidelines for safe operation)

CD

Ouesto prodotto non e predlsposto all'uso come componente fondamenu.le dl dlsposltlvt per Ia soprawlvenza o
dl qualslasl slt tema In cui sl potrebbe avere aJt gaasto con II r1sultato dl un d.nno flslco.

e

L'apparecchtatura descrttta in questa guida ideata e prodotta tn conformtt~ con gh standard dt sicurezza
tnternazlonale EN60950 ed predisposta all'uso solo come personal computer. Non deve essere uttlizzata per altri
scopi £ molto importante che l'installazione e l'operazione siano condone secondo le istruzioni lomite in questa
gulda Per un funztonamento continuo. sicuro e anendibile, osservare le seguenti dtretttve

e

Slcurezza elettrlca

e

QuesUI apparecchJatura deve essere messa a terra per evttare perlcolo dl scosse elettrlche.

e

L'apparecchlatura deve essere installata vicino alii a presa di corrente. che deve essere accessibile

e
e
e

Non provare ad aprire il dtsplay oil monitor sia che venga fornlto con l'apparecchiatura o meno.

Se Ia spina fornita none adatta all'alimentazione nel proprio paese. consultare II fornltore
Non superare le seguenti tensioni:
lnterraccla del mouse
lnterfaccia della tastlera
lnterfaccla del monitor
Scheda rete
Schede di espansione
(per schedal

SOmA
300mA
250mA
600mA
lA
250mA
IOmA

+'V
+ 12V
5V

e danneggiato.

e
e

Non utillzzare questa apparecchiatura se uno del cavi

e

Spegnare e staccare l'apparecchiatura. se non si desidera utilizzarla per qualche giorno

Spegnere e staccare l'apparecchiatura e gli accessori prima di aprlre l'unlt~ (per esemplo per installare un
aggiornamento)

lnstallazlone

e solo per uso intemo (in un ambiente asciutto e pnvo dt polvere)

e
e
e

Questa apparecchiatura

e

Collocare l'apparecchiatura su una superftcie plana dura. con spazio sufflciente alia ctrcolaztone dell' aria
durante l'uttlizzo

e

Posittonare l'apparecchiatura in modo tale c:he non presenti pericolo o che non tnterfensca con un·altra
apparecchiatura

e

Non collocare un·apparecchiatura che pesa piu di 16kg sull'apparecchlatura . Si conslglla di collocare momtor
pill pesanti direttamente sulla superficie di lavoro.

e

Accertarsl che i fill e i cavi siano indirizzati adeguatamente in modo tale che non possano essere dt ostacolo e
lntralclo. Non tirare o attorcigliare i fiJi o i cavi e non utilizzarli per appendere o sollevare una delle unitll

Non esporre l'apparecchiatura ad improwise ed estreme temperature.luce solare dtretta o altre fonti dt calore

£ necessarlo collegare i piedi del supporto quando si utilizza il computer tn modaht~ •torre • per accertarsi che le
fessure di ventllazione non siano ostruite

e
e

e
e
e

t:apparecchiatura deve essere fatta funzionare solo con i coperchl f1ssatl.
Tenere II computer a temperatura ambiente da +5°C a +35°C (+41° a +95° Fahrenheit) a un·umiditll relativa dal
10% all'80% (senza condensa) .
Tenere I sacchetti dl plastica utilizzati nella confezione lontanl da bambini e animall
Conservare Ia confezione originale in caso di t rasporto del computer
Questa apparecchiatura

e ideata per essere utilizzata esclusivamente come computer da tavolo

Precauzlonl dell 'uso

e

Non versare liquidi sull'apparecchiatura Nel caso m cui cib awenga. spegnere immediatamente
l'apparecchiatura e porta ria al fomitore per controllo

e
e

Non fare cadere l'apparecchiatura e non sottoporla a urtt eccesstvl
Non ostruire. non coprire l'apparecchiatura e non inhlarvi oggettl.

ix
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Normas de seguridad de manejo (Guidelines for safe operation)
Este producto no e~ concebldo para su empleo como elemento lntecrante crlUco de dlsposltlvos medicos de
vJcllancla lntenslva nl de nlngun otro sistema cuyo fallo puedlera comportar leslones ffslcas.
El eqUJpo descnto en esta gula esta dtseiiado y manufacturado de acuerdo con las normas intemactonales EN60950 y
ha sido concebido exclustvamente para su empleo como ordenador personal No debe usarse para ningun otro
prop6stto Es sumamente importante que Ia mstalact6n y funcionamiento se lleven a cabo de acuerdo con las
mstrucciones dadas en esta gula En el inter~s de un funcionamiento continuado y seguro. at~ngase a las normas
siguientes:

Segurldad electrlca

e

Este equlpo Ilene que estar conectado a una toma de delTa para asi p~nlr Ia poslbllidad de choque electJ1co.

•

Este eqUJpo hade instalarse cerca de Ia salida de corriente. que ser.i de f.kil acceso

•

Si el enchufe provtsto noes el que corresponde al suministro de corriente del pafs en que se va a instalar el
equipo. consulte con su dtstnbuidor

e

No abra ninguna pantalla o monitor. independientemente de si es el summistrado con el equipo o no

•

No exceda Ia corrlente m~xlma indicada:
lnterfaz del rat6n
lnterfaz del teclado
lnterfaz del monttor
Tar~tol de red
Tanetas de expansi6n

80mA

( por tar~UI I

2~A

300mA

250mA
600mA

lA
lOrnA

+Sv
+12V
SV

•

No utilice este equlpo si los cables han sufrido desperfectos.

e

Apague y desenchufe el equipo y todos sus accesorios antes de abrir Ia unldad (par ejemplo. para lnstalar una
actualizacl6n).

•

Apague y desenchufe el equipo sino se va a utllizar durante varios dfas

lnstalacl6n

e

Este equtpo est~ concebtdo para su uso en mtenores exclusivamente (en lugares secos y sin polvot

•

No exponga el equtpo a cambtos bruscos de temperatura. a Ia luz directa del sol ni d otras fuentes de calor

•

F'ije los pies de sujeci6n a Ia torre cuando coloque el ordenador en esta modalldad. con el fin de tmpedlr Ia
obstrucci6n de las ran u ras de venti!aci6n

•

Coloque el equipo en una superf1cie dura y nlvelada. dejando suf1ciente espaclo para Ia circulacl6n del alre
durante su funcionamlento

•

Coloque el equtpo de manera tal que no constltuya un peligro ni mterf1era con otro equipo

•

No coloque encima ningun otro equipo cuyo peso supere los 16kg Se recomienda que los monitores que
superen este peso se coloquen directamente ~bre Ia superf1de de traba)o

•

Extienda los cable:. de forma que nose enganche nl tropiece nadie con ellos No tire de ellos m los tuerza o use
para colgar o levantar las unidades.

•

El equipo debe utlllzarse exclusivamente con Ia cubierta bien cerrada

•

Mantenga Ia m~qulna a una temperatura amblente comprendida entre +5°C y +35°C y a una humedad relativa
del 10% al 80% ~ sl n condensaci6n ).

•

Mantenga Iuera del alea nee de nii\os y animates las bolsas de pl<lstico utllizadas en el envase

•

Guarde el envase ongmal para transportar el ordenador en caso de que fuera predso

e

Este aparato est.i dtsetlado para su usa exclusivo como ordenador de escntono

Precauciones de manejo
•

X

No derrame llquldos sabre el equipo En caso de derrame. apague el equipo lnmediatamente y ll~velo a su
distribuidor para su revisi6n.

•

No deje caer el equlpo ni Ia exponga a golpes o sacudidas.

•

No obstruya. cubra o tntroduzca objetos en el equtpo

Guarantee (valid in UK only)

Guarantee (valid in UK only)
This equipment is guaranteed by Acorn Computers Limited ("ACORN") against mechanical and
electrical defects subject to the conditions set out below
Note
Items which by their nature or design only have a restricted life are not guaranteed beyond such life.
Period of validity
This guarantee shall be valid for a period of twelve 1121 mMths from the date of purchase
Other conditions
I
This guarantee 1s personal to the original purchaser. is not transferable and shall not be valid
unless the equipment was purchased from ACORN or from an approved ACORN supplier
2
This guarantee will be invalidated if the equipment is misused or damaged or is modified in any
way without the written consent of ACORN or if any original component or accessory has been
replaced by any component or accessory of a type not recommended or approved by ACORN. or if
operated other than in accordance with the Welcome Guide. and RISC OS 3 User Guide.

3

Claims made under this guarantee for equipment covered by on-site and/or hot·line support. must
whenever possible be made through the ACORN appointed service provider. details of which are
supplied with the products concerned. Claims made under this guarantee for equipment not
covered by on-site and/or hot· line support. should. in the first instance. be made through the
supplier from whom the equipment was originally purchased. Any costs of transporting the
equipment to and from the supplier must be paid by the purchaser This guarantee. together with
proof of purchase. must be produced when any claim is made

4

Within the terms of this guarantee:
Equipment eligible for on-site support will wherever possible be repaired on the purchaser's
premises. or failing this. loan equipment will be installed Equipment not eligible for on-site
support will be collected from the supplier from whom the equipment was originally purchased.
repaired and returned to said supplier. With the exception of transportation costs to and from the
supplier. any repairs under this guarantee will be carried out at no cost to the onginal purchaser
If any equipment returned is found to comply with its original specification ACORN reserves the
right to charge a reasonable fee for testing the equipment and for return carriage
The liability of ACORN under this guarantee shall be limited to the cost of repair or complete
replacement (at ACORN's discretion) of equipment which proves to be defective.
ACORN does not accept liability for any Joss or damage during transit to or from the supplier or
ACORN. but every effort will be made to investigate claims of loss or damage if these arise.

5
6
7

THIS GUARANTEE DOES NOT AFFECT OR PREJUDICE THE PURCHASER'S STATUTORY RIGHTS

Guarantee procedure
To claim under this guarantee. proof of date of purchase is required This is provided by your copy of the
invoice from the supplier from whom the equipment was originally purchased Keep the invoice safe
and produce it to support any claim you may make under this guarantee
You may f1nd it useful to make a note in the box below of the serial number. date of purchase and
details of any upgrades you fit. and quot e them in any correspondence
Serial Numbers

Dates of purchas

Computer
Monitor
Upgrade
Upgrade
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Working with your computer

Working with your computer
Working with a computer is like working with many other types of special
equipment. You , and your body, have to get used to working in a way that is
initially quite different from the way you worked previously Working with a
computer requnes
•

concentration

•

close visual working with the screen

•

frequent eye movements between screen and work papers

•

sitting still for long periods in an unnatural position

•

typing for long periods which can cause stress of hands. wrists and fingers.

The following section is to help you alleviate many of these possible causes of
discomfort and stress. Follow the instructions in the next few pages and you'll
always be working comfortably.

Positioning yourself and the computer
Always make sure you're comfortable when you work at the computer. It's
important that your seating position is correct in relation to the computer screen
and keyboard .

Sitting properly
If possible. use an adjustable chair that gives support to the lower back You
should adjust the chair so that you are sitting with a straight back. with your upper
legs horizontal and with your feet flat on the floor.
Adjust the backrest height so that your buttocks fit into the space between the
backrest and the seat. The backrest should support you in the hollow of the back;
adjust its tilt to give firm support in this area.
Your shoulder and upper arm should also make a right-angle with your forearm
and hands.
If you find that you need to raise your chair to get the correct posture you can use
a foot rest to make up the gap between your feet and the floor. You may also be
able to lower the desk height.
Give yourself room

Give yourself enough room to use the computer. keyboard and mouse comfortably.
Place your work items where you can view them easily but not where they interfere
with the keyboard or mouse. You might want to use a document stand to hold your
papers.
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Positioning yourself and the computer

Top of the screen
close to eye level

..

Screen pos1t1one

d ~

-----~
Forearms level with
the desk

to avoid glare

Lower back
supported
~

Upper leg
horizontal

Feet flat on the _ _ _
floor

Arranging the computer monitor
Your monitor shou ld be positioned so that the top of the screen is at eye level
when you are sitting at the keyboard. Don't allow your head to hunch forward ; keep
your neck relaxed . You should view the screen from a distance of about 50 to 70
centimetres
Reduce reflections

Position the monitor- the base 'tilts' and 'swivels'- so that any glare and
reflection from lights and windows is minimised . You might want to move the light
sources about the room until you find the positions that give least glare. Closing
the window curta ins partially may also help.
Cleaning your screen regularly also helps reduce reflections.
You might also find that adjusting the brightness ((\land contrast (• ) l controls
on the monitor helps; read the documentation that comes with your momtor for
more information
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Terminology used in this guide

Eyestrain

When you use a computer. your eyes are continually focused on the monitor for a
long time. This makes the eye muscles work harder. so it is important to have
frequent short rest breaks and to look at distant objects from time to time to give
your eye muscles a change and a rest

If you wear contact lenses. they may feel dry; this is because you tend to blink less
often when staring at the screen. Counteract this by blinking often
If you suffer from eyestrain you may want to have an eyesight test; some people
who don't normally wear glasses may need them for computer work.

Arranging the keyboard and mouse
If you are not a touch typist you may find it easier if you position your keyboard in
from the edge of the desk so that you have enough room to rest your forearms. You
might also try a keyboard wrist mat; this allows you to rest your wrists at the same
level as the keyboard while you type.
Always try to use a light touch when typing; the keyboard keys respond to a very
light pressure. A light touch will also help you keep your hands and wrists relaxed
which will in turn reduce tension and fatigue.
Put the mouse where you can easily reach it; normally just to the side of the
keyboard Leave plenty of space so that you can make unimpeded mouse
movements easily. Make sure that you use the mouse on a surface on which it rolls
easily; if your desk is very smooth you may find that using a mouse mat alleviates
the problem of the mouse slipping.

Take a break
After you've been working for a while, it's important that you take a break or do
something else. This gives your body the chance to relieve any muscular tensions
that may have built up. Stand up and move about or have a short walk. Frequent
short breaks help reduce tiredness and stress.

If you have any problems
If you develop any discomfort or pain in your hands. wrists. arms or back. you
should always consult your doctor.

Terminology used in this guide
Throughout this guide, whenever a new term is used for the first time it will be
printed using italics. As well as being explained within the main text. definitions for
these terms can be found in the glossary at the end of this guide.
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Documentation roadmap

Documentation roadmap
This roadmap shows you which tools and manuals are available as you use your
computer and develop your skills
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Unpacking and setting up

his chapter tells you about unpacking and setting up your Acorn
T also
gives some hints on where to set it up.

Rise PC. It

Unpacking
Unpack your computer on a flat surface- either on the floor. or on a large table
where there's plenty of room for the boxes as well as for the computer. Take
everything out of the boxes. making sure you don't break the packaging material.
as you may need this later.
Warning: The packaging contains plastic bags which can be dangerous to young
children and animals. Please keep them out of their reach.

Checklist
Check that you have received all the items shown below. lf you don't have all of
these items. or if any of them appears damaged. notify your supplier immediately.
Owner Support Card
Computer unit

I

User Documentation
I

Keyboard

Mouse
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Choosing where to set up your computer

You'll probably also have a monitor (with mains lead and connecting cable) . It is
supplied in a separate box.

If you have bought any peripheral equipment to attach to your computer. such as a
printer. check that your supplier has provided the correct cables (see the chapter
entitled Adding external devices on page 83 if you're not sure)
Complete the Owner Support Registration Card and post it back to Acorn
(purchasers outside the UK should send it to their local supplier or national
distributor). This will enable us to inform you of new products and upgrades to
your computer as they become available.
Put all the packaging back into the box and put it away somewhere safe. If you ever
want to transport your computer, it is best to use the box. even if you only take it a
short distance in a car. If you ever have to take it back to your supplier you must
pack it back into the original box.

Choosing where to set up your computer
Bear the following points in mind when deciding exactly where to place your
computer:
•

You'll need a firm. flat surface with enough space at one side to move the
mouse around. and space at the other side for manuals and papers you may be
working on

•

You'll need space nearby for any peripheral equipment (such as a printer).

•

You'll need at least one easily-accessible power point within I 5 metres of the
computer. plus extra power points for any peripherals you want to connect to
the computer.

•

Don't place the computer where it will be exposed to direct sunlight. or any
other source of heat. such as a radiator.

•

Sunlight or reflections from a window will make it difficult to see things on the
screen properly, so position your computer so that you can see the screen
comfortably.

•

Make sure the keyboard is at a comfortable height and position for you to type
for long periods (see page xiv for details).

•

Make sure that any adjacent monitors are at least 50cm apart.

For more information. refer to Positioning yourself and tfre computer on page xii.
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Unpacking and setting up

Choosing a desktop or tower arrangement
Your computer can either be placed flat on the desk or. if it has two or more
middle layers (see Additional middle layers on page 90) vertically on its side. rather
like a tower. You must not put the computer on the floor.
If you have the computer flat on the desktop, you can put your monitor on top of it
If you use the tower arrangement. you place the computer next to the monitor
If you have a CD-ROM drive fitted in your machine. you may not be able to use the
tower arrangement. If this is the case. you will not have been supplied with the
special tower feet required (see over), and should not attempt to arrange your
computer as a tower
If you are using a monitor that weighs over 16kg (35lb). you must not put the
monitor on top of the computer. Typically 36cm ( 14") and 38cm ( 15") monitors can
be put on top of the computer whereas monitors above 43cm ( 17") cannot.

The computer flat on the desk

The computer as a tower

3

Fitting the tower feet

Fitting the tower feet
Before you can use your computer in a tower arrangement you must fit special
tower feet to the computer unit. This is to make sure that the air vents to the power
supply and fan are not obstructed.
The feet fit into slots in the computer's air intake grills. They push in at the
positions shown in the diagram and slide until they lock. The feet must only be
fitted to the right side of the computer (when looking from the front while the
computer is flat on the desk) .

CD Put the foot into the air
vent so that the rounded
part of the foot is
protruding over the
edge.
®Slide the foot along
so that it grips
under the plastic

Setting up the computer
This section describes how to connect the components of the computer together
and set it up ready for use. Before you start. please read the Guidelines for safe
operation in the front of this guide.
To connect the cables. look for the socket on the back of the computer with the icon
matching that shown in each section
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Unpacking and setting up

Connect mouse to computer

61
'llQg, /

The plug on the end of the mouse goes into the
socket on the back of the computer. This socket
is labelled with the mouse icon.
The plug has an arrow moulded into it; this
should be uppermost when you push it in. The
plug won't go in any other way, so don't try to
force it. Make sure you push the plug all the way
in so that the metal part is completely hidden.
Place the mouse by the side of the computer.

Connect keyboard to computer
Insert the plug on the end of the keyboard cable
into the socket on the rear of the computer unit
labelled with the keyboard icon .
The plug has an arrow moulded into it; this
should be uppermost when you push it in. The
plug won't go in any other way. so don't try to
force it. Make sure you push the plug all the way
in so that the metal part is completely hidden.
Place the keyboard in front of the computer.

Connect monitor to computer
You'll have two cables with the monitor:
•

a signal cable (allows the computer and the monitor to 'talk' to each other)

•

a power cable.

Connect monitor signal cable to computer
Put the monitor on top of the computer (unless
you are using a tower arrangement or have a
monitor which weighs over 16kg (35lb). in which
case place it alongside the computer unit).
If the signal cable is not permanently attached.
push its socket end into the back of your
monitor. If you are using an Acorn AKF60
monitor. the signal cable is permanently
attached to the monitor.
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Setting up the computer

g

Push the plug end of the signal cable into the
socket on the back of the computer labelled
with the monitor icon. Secure the plug by
tightening the securing screws.
If you don't have a monitor cable. or if you have
trouble fitting it, check in Monitor configuration on
page I 17 - you may need an adaptor cable for
your particular monitor.
Connect monitor to power supply (but don't switch on yet)
Monitor end: If you are using an Acorn AKF60

monitor. the power cable is permanently
attached to the monitor. If you are using a
different monitor, the power cable for your
monitor will probably have a socket on one end
(like the type you connect to a kettle) Plug this
into the power connector on the back of the
monitor.
Computer end: If your monitor has an IEC-type
power cable (with a plug on the end) plug this
into the power outlet (marked G- ) on the back
of the computer. (There may be some types of
monitor which cannot be connected to this
power outlet. If in doubt. check with your
supplier.)
Notes:

•

The power outlet on the back of the
computer is ONLY suitable for monitors.

•

Your monitor's power cable may have a standard power plug. If so. plug it into
the power outlet on the wall.

Configuring the computer for your monitor

If you have an Acorn AKF60 monitor, your computer is already configured to give
optimum performance. If you're using a different type of Acorn monitor, this may
not be the case. After you've finished setting up your computer you should read
Monitor configuration on page 117. This shows you how to check and, if necessary,
change your monitor configuration.
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Unpacking and setting up

Connect printer to computer
If you have a parallel printer such as an Acorn )P I 50. connect it to the parallel port
at the rear of the computer. This port is denoted by the printer icon. Most types of
printer connect to the parallel port, although some connect to the serial port. Make
sure that your printer is set up to use a parallel or serial connection. as
appropriate. (Check your printer documentation if you are unsure )

Connect other peripherals

~
~

Connect any other peripherals you have before you switch on the power. The
chapter entitled Adding external devices on page 83 gives you some advice on
co nnecting other types of peripheral. You might wish to add an expansion card or
a network card to the computer; see Internal expansion on page I 01 .
Connect the power cables for any other peripherals to power outlets on the wall
(but don't switch on yet).

Connect computer to power supply

(\

--+--

'

\.__)

Finally. plug the connector on the computer
power cable (the one that looks like the type
you plug into a kettle) into the socket marked
f ) on the back of the computer unit Plug the
other end into the power supply outlet on the
wall.
Don't switch on the power supply yet follow
the instructions in the next chapter.
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Switching on

chapter tells you how to power up your computer for the first time, and
T hisdescribes
what you see on the screen when you do .
Equipment check
First check that you have connected all parts of the computer together properly, as
described in the previous chapter.

Before switching on the mains supply
Before you start, check that the monitor. printer (if you have one) and computer
On/Off switches are set to Off. The On/Off push button for the computer is o n the
lower righthand side of t he front of the computer.

Make sure that the On/Off switch is
_ Off. It should be protruding from the
surface of the case.

Switching on
Check that the mains leads fo r the system are correctly con nected.
Switch on the mains supply for the
•

computer (at the power out let on the wall)

•

monitor (if its power cable is not plugged into the back of the computer)

•

printer (if you have one).
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Switching on

Switch on the monitor and printer
The monitor has a separate switch. The manual for your monitor explains how to
turn it on and, if necessary, adjust the brightness.

Switch the monitor On by pressing
the On/Off push button.

The On/Off switch for the Acorn AKF60 monitor is underneath the front righthand
side.
If your monitor's power cable is plugged into the back of the computer, pressing
this switch won't have any effect until you switch on the computer.
The manual for your printer explains how to switch it on.

Switch on the computer
Switch the computer On, by pressing the On/Off push button on the front of the
computer. As the computer starts, the green light on the righthand side of the
computer lights up and the orange hard disc light flashes.

Switch the computer On by pressing
the On/Off push button.

If your monitor has warmed up sufficiently, you will see the screen change colour
while the computer performs some self-tests. The light on the floppy disc drive will also
flash once when the drive is being checked.

Switch O'l any other peripherals
Sw1
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f)

on any peripherals that you have connected.

Switching on

The desktop
Now you will see the RISC OS introductory screen:

RISC OS 3.7

t
© Acorn Computers Ud, 1996

II
The VProtect program. amongst others. is initialised at this point. Your computer is
protected against most types of known RISC OS computer virus. For more
information about Virus protection for your computer. refer to Virus protection on
page 123.
After a few seconds, you should see this on your screen:

If the display does not look similar to that shown above (or if the floppy disc drive
light flashes more than once) see If things go wrong on page 69.
Note: it is quite possible that the screen may look a little different if

•

you are using a computer that has been set up by somebody else. or

•

you have other peripherals installed (such as a CD-ROM drive). or

•

you are connected to a network.
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What now?

What now?
Scenic route (for first-time users)
Now you're ready to begin using your computer. If this is the first time you've used
a computer (or at least an Acorn computer) take the following route:
Use the rest of this guide to get used to the RISC OS desktop, and to learn how
to use the computer efficiently. You'll need to know the basics explained here,
whatever you use the computer for later.

2

Try using some more of the programs supplied with your computer- they're
described in the RISC OS applications section of the RISC OS 3 User Guide.

3

When you get down to some real work you'll find more detailed information
about the operating system in the RISC OS 3 User Guide.

4

Ask your suppl ier what other applications are available to suit your particular
purpose.

If you want to stop for the moment. you can just switch off at the On/Off switch
(and switch off any peripherals too). Later on, when you've been using your
computer a while, you'll find that it's better to follow the instructions in Switching off
the computer on page 67.

Motorway route (for the more experienced)
If you're familiar with computers, mice, discs and so on. and you want to start
doing something right away, start by trying out some of the computer's own
applications. For example, play a tune with Maestro:

IDiiiiG

Click on the hard disc icon on the icon
bar.

HardDiso4

~
Fanfare

2

Double-click on the Sound directory

3

Double-click on one of the Maestro files
(Fanfare, for example).

4

Click Menu (middle mouse button) over
Fanfare's window to display a menu. Click
Select on the Play option to start. Choose
Play again to stop!

Don't despair if this description sounds like it's written in a foreign language-just
take the scenic route instead. and you'll pick up the jargon as you go.
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The RISC OS desktop

A"introduction to the desktop environment of

RISC OS.

What is the RISC OS desktop?
RISC OS is the name of the operating system of your computer It controls the way the
computer screen appears, and how the computer performs various actions and
tasks. The RISC OS 3 User Guide describes the operating system in more detail. and
you should refer to it when you have finished working your way through the
introduction in this manual.
By now, you should be able to see the RISC OS desktop on your screen.

The icon

Icon bar icons

The desktop is your working area. At first it is clear. except for the bar across the
bottom of the screen. As you perform tasks and use applications, things will be
added to the desktop. You can move them around, change their size, hide and
remove them to make room for others.
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Icons

Icons
The pictures at the bottom of the screen represent the tools, applications and
storage devices available. The pictures are called icons. The area they occupy is called
the icon bar.

Device icons
The icons on the left of the icon bar represent the devices which are available -that
is. the discs and other places where you can load information from. and save it to:

l

ruuf·J

. Hard0isc4

c-:r·~

Hard disc drive
Floppy disc drive ~

Appa

l

-

Apps directory

You will see a combination of the following icons, depending on which devices are
available on your computer.

11111111

·I

ll:::: •m

Hard disc drive. The hard disc drive is where you can store all of your work. There is
more about hard discs in Discs and disc drives on page 37
Floppy disc drive. The computer uses 3.5 inch floppy discs, which you put into the
slot in the front of the computer. Floppy discs are described in Discs and disc drives on
page 37.
Apps. Gives you quick access to some useful applications which are stored on the
computer's hard disc.
CD~ROM drive. If your computer is fitted with a CD-ROM drive. you will see the icon
shown on the left. This gives you access to information on any CD-ROMs placed in
the drive. There is more information about this in Using a CD-ROM Drive on
page 109.
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The RISC OS desktop

If your computer is fitted with a network interface. there will also be a Net icon or
Access icon . This lets you share information or equipment connected to other
computers on the network. You'll find more information about networking in the
RISC OS 3 User Guide.

Access icon

Network icon

Application icons
On the righthand side are the application icons. These represent things you can do,
such as word-processing and drawing programs. Initially there are only two:

~I IIIII -1 ~~ 1[;1]
Hard015c4

0

App6

I

1•1

Display manager
I 1
Task manager

Display Manager. This enables you to change the screen resolution (the amount
of data you can display) and the numbers of colours or grey scales displayed on the
screen The RISC OS 3 User Guide gives you more information about this
Task Manager. This enables you to look at and control your computer's memory,
amongst other things. More information on this is given in the RISC OS 3 User
Guide in the chapter entitled Managing the desktop. You don't need to worry about this
for now.

Any other applications which you load will normally be represented by icons
displayed on the righthand side of the icon bar.

The pointer
The arrow on the screen is the pointer. It is used to point at things you want to use
or move. You move the pointer across the screen by moving the mouse. The
pointer can have a number of different shapes. which you will come across as you
become more familiar with your computer.
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Using the mouse

tells you how to use the mouse to select and move things displayed
T onhis thechapter
screen.
What is a mouse?
The mouse is the main way of interacting with the computer, apart from the
keyboard . (See page 45 for an introduction to the keyboard.) As you move the
mouse on a flat surface, so the pointer moves around on the screen . Using the
mouse and its three buttons you control what the computer does.

Holding the mouse
Hold the mouse with the cable away from you so that your fingers rest easily on the
three buttons. For example. if you are right-handed. you should hold it like this

Move the mouse around and watch the pointer move around the screen . If you run
out of space to move the mouse. lift it up and put it down again in a more
convenient position. While the mouse is lifted, the pointer will not move, and
when you put it down again you can carry on where you left off.
Use the mouse on a smooth but non-slippery surface. A mouse mat (available from
your supplier) is ideal. Other surfaces on which the mouse works well are wood and
coarse paper.
The mouse will not work well on painted metal or highly polished surfaces.
Note: To avoid damage to the mouse, do not bang it down sharply on the tabletop.
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The mouse buttons

The mouse buttons
The mouse has three buttons. known as Se~t. Menu and Adjust.

Menu

Select

Adjust

You use the Select button to select and move icons displayed on the screen. or to
choose from menus.
You use the M enu button to make a menu appear Menus are described in Menus

and dialogue boxes on page 31 .
The Adjust button does a variety of things. It is most often used to choose from
menus without removing the menu from the screen. Keeping a menu on the screen on
page 33 shows you this, and the RISC OS 3 User Guide describes many more. The
Adjust button is also sometimes used to perform the opposite action to the Select
button . See Practising scrolling on page 27 for an example of this

Basic mouse techniques
The following mouse techniques are all you need to know to start using your
computer:

clicking- pressing a mouse button just once and then releasing it immediately.
double-clicking- pressing and releasing twice in quick succession. This is most
commonly used to load an application.
dragging- moving an object from one place to another whilst holding down the
Select (or Adjust) mouse button .
Clicking and dragging techniques are summarised on the following pages. You can
try out the examples in italic text.
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Using the mouse

Clicking
This is used, for example, to choose a menu
option, select an object, or open an application
window.

1 Point at the object
Move the mouse so that the pointer is over the
object you want to select.

For example, point at the Apps icon on the icon bar.

~~ ....

2 Click Select
Press and release the Select (lefthand) button
of the mouse.

The Apps directory display will appear.
Note: from now on, 'clicking· means clicking
with the Select button, unless otherwise stated.
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icon and click
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Double-clicking
You usually use double-clicking to initiate an
action, such as loading an application.

1 Point at the object
Move the mouse so that the pointer is over the
object you want to double-click on.

~

IARP1i)'e>r

For example, point at the !Edit icon in the Apps directory
display.

2 Double-click on the object
Press and release the Select (lefthand) mouse
button twice in quick succession.

~I

~'

IP~e:$

~

Move the pointer
over this icon

You have to make the second click while the
second little arrow (the double-click arrow) which
appears on the pointer after the first click, is
still visible. If the item is highlighted but
nothing else happens. try again, but
double-click a little faster. Try not to move the
mouse while you're doing this.
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Dragging

Double-click on the !Edit icon. The Edit icon will appear
on the icon bar, showing that the Edit application has
been loaded ready for use.

Dragging
You usually use dragging to move an object to a
different place on the screen.

1 Point at the object
Move the mouse so that the pointer is over the
object you want to move.

For example, to move a window. point at the title bar
along the top of the Apps directory display. (The title bar
is the part of the directory display containing the words
Resources:$.Apps)
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Drag the Apps directory display to a different position on
the desktop.
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Press and hold down the Select (lefthand)
button of the mouse.

Move the mouse to drag the object across the
screen. Release the Select button when the
object is where you want it to be.
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3 Move the mouse and drag the object
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Windows

his chapter describes windows and explains how you can move. resize, hide
and close them. It also describes how to move through the contents of a
document too large to display in one window all at once.

T

What is a window?
A window is an area of the screen displaying an activity or application. An example
of a window you have seen so far is the Apps directory display, which appears when
you click on the Apps icon on the icon bar.

Features of windows
You can move windows around the screen, hide them behind other windows. close
them to a small icon on the desktop, or close them completely. Icons on the
window borders allow you to do these things. Most windows also have icons which
allow you to change their size.
Title bar

Close icon
Back icon
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Scroll arrow
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Features of windows

Title bar
The title bar displays the title of a window. This may be the name of an application.
directory, or a document you're editing. Here's the title bar from the Apps directory
display. which you can get by clicking on the Apps icon on the icon bar:

Back icon

rr.;t:;1
~

Clicking on the back icon has the effect of putting a window to the back of the pile of
windows on the screen. If you click on this. the window will be hidden behind any
windows which overlap the area it occupies.

Close icon

rv1
~

Clicking on the Close icon closes a window. If you click on this. the window will be
removed from the screen.

Toggle size icon
Clicking on the Toggle size icon switches a window between full size and the last
non-full size displayed. (Full size is either large enough to display everything in the
window. or such that the window fills the whole screen.)
This alternating action is called toggling.

Adjust size icon

fiTi1
~
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Dragging the Adjust siu icon lets you alter the size and shape of a window. Clicking
the Select button on it also brings a window to the front of a stack of windows

Windows

Practising manipulating windows
Practise using the window icons to do the things described on the following pages.
You can use the Apps directory display to practise most of this.

Changing a window's size
1 Point at the adjust size icon
Move the pointer to the adjust size icon.
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2 Drag the adjust size icon
Press and hold down the Select button. Move
the mouse and drag the icon to change the size
of the window.

3 Release the mouse button
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Release the button when the window is the size
you want it to be.
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Moving a window
You move a window by dragging its title barfollow the steps in Dragging on page 20.

Off the screen
You can drag windows almost off the screen if
you want to. Be careful if you do this- you can
forget that you've dragged a window off screen.
and think you've "lost" it.
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Over the icon bar
lf you've dragged a window so that it obscures
the icon bar, hold down either of the
(Shift)
keys on the keyboard and press the Fl2 key
This will bring the icon bar to the front. (Press
the same key combination again to send it to
the back- this is another instance of toggling).

'f
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Toggling window size

Toggling window size
1 Click on the Toggle size icon
Move the pointer over the Toggle size icon and
click the Select button.

....1)

The window size will snap to nearly the width of
the screen.
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2 Click on the Toggle size icon again

rr=1iJ
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Clicking on the icon again will reverse
the process (note the changing toggle
size icon).

Bringing windows to the front
When you have a stack of windows on the
screen. you can get at the one you want by
sending windows to the back or bringing them
to the front

First. click ot1 the Display rnat~ager icot1 Otl the icot1 bar
to brit1g up at1other wit~dow. Drag it Otl top of tfte Apps
directory display.
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Bring a window to the front
Click on the title bar (or the Adjust size icon) to
bring a window to the front.
(Note: if you want to drag a window without
bringing it to the front of a stack. use Adjust
instead of Select.)
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Send a window to the back
Click on the Back icon to send a window to the
back again.
Note: not all windows have Adjust size or Back

icons (for instance. the Display Manager
window shown on the right) .
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Windows

Closing windows
Click on the Close icon
Position the pointer on the Close icon and click
Select.

For example, close tfre Apps directory display

If.,'

/

Click on the Close icon
<

~

1)

The window will disappear from the screen.
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When you start using applications, you will find
that most of them will ask you if you want to
save your changes if you close a window
containing unsaved work. Saving a file on page 55
tells you more about this.
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Scrolling
A window is so named because it allows you to see all or part of a file, application
or whatever you've displayed on the screen. If a file is too large to display all at
once, the window will only show a section of it. The proportion of the file visible
depends on the size and shape of the window. The part of the file you can see alters
as you move the window around the file:
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Scrolling

The technique of moving around a large display inside a window is called scrolling.
Try out the techniques on the following pages. and you'll soon get used to doing
this.
Windows usually have scroll bars and scroll arrows to enable you to move around
a display:
Scroll up arrow

..

4\~

~I

•Draw

!Edt

!Help

!Maestro

I

-slider

_ ______

} Scroll bar
)

Scroll down arrow

Scroll bars
The scroll bars allow you to scroll the window over the file, directory or picture you
are viewing.

Slider
The size of the slider shows what proportion of the file is visible: if the slider
occupies half the length of the scroll bar. half the file is visible. To display a
different area of the file, drag the slider along the scroll bar. This technique is
useful for moving quickly around a large file.

Scroll arrows
The scroll arrows are at each end of the scroll bar. Click on the arrow showing the
direction you want to move the window in -left. right. up or down. This technique
allows you a finer control over scrolling than dragging the slider.
Some windows (like the one above) only have vertical scroll bars. sliders and scroll
arrows. Others have horizontal scroll bars. sliders and scroll arrows as well (they're
along the bottom edge of the window)
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Windows

Practising scrolling
In the examples in the rest of this chapter you are going to use the Map example
file.
To find the file, click on the hard disc icon; this displays the contents of the hard
disc. Double-click on the Tutorials directory; this displays the contents of the
directory. Now double-click on the DrawTutor directory.
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When the directory contents are displayed, double-click on the J.viap icon. and a
window with scroll bars appears, containing some drawings and text.
If you are having problems with clicking and double-clicking, go back to page 18
and review your mouse techniques first, then come back to this point.
There are three main ways of scrolling around a window:
•

Using the scroll arrows to scroll step by step.

•

Using the scroll bars to scroll by a screenfu l at a time.

•

Using the slider to move directly to a position in the window.

These techniques are described in the rest of this chapter so that you can practise
them.
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Scrolling step by step

Scrolling step by step
Click on the scroll arrow
Position the pointer on the scroll up arrow and
click the Select (lefthand) button to scroll by
small steps at a time.
Keep the Select button held down to continue
scrolling.
Click Adjust to scroll back down. (Alternatively,
click Select on the scroll down arrow.)
Use the horizontal scroll bar (on windows which
have one) to scroll left or right in the same way.

Scrolling screen by screen
Click above or below the slider
Position the pointer above or below the slider
(above the slider to scroll up, below the slider
to scroll down) and click Select.
The next screen of the document will appear.
Clicking Adjust scrolls the opposite way from
clicking Select.

Moving through a file
1 Select the slider
Position the pointer on the slider. press Select
and keep it pressed down.
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Windows

2 Drag the slider
Drag the slider to display the part of the file you
want to view
Move from one side of a document to the other
by using the horizontal scroll bar (if the window
has one)
Note If you drag either slider with Adjust, you
can move both from side to side and up and
down at the same time. The pointer disappears
while you're dragging then reappears when you
release Adjust.
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Menus and dialogue boxes

his chapter tells you what menus and dialogue boxes are. flow to display them
and choose things from them. and ftow to supply information wften tfte
computer asks you to be more specific about wftat you want.

T
What is a menu?

A menu on the desktop is similar to a menu in a restaurant: it's a list of things to
choose from. In a foreign restaurant, if you can't actually speak the language, you
can point at the menu with your finger to tell the waiter which dish you want
(assuming that you know what the menu means!). On the computer. you move the
mouse to point at your choice from the menu . This is the main way of doing things
on the RISC OS desktop.
Fltr
()splay

...
t

Selectan
Options

,..

Open parent

Menu options shown in grey (like Clear selection above) are not available at that
time. Often you must perform another action before the option becomes available.
Using menus
To display a menu, click the Menu (middle) mouse button over a window. over an
icon on the icon bar. or over a blank area of the desktop (the latter will display the
Pinboard menu -see the section entitled Pinboard on page 59).
The menu displayed will depend on where the pointer is o n the screen at the time.
whether you have previously selected an icon. and on the application you're using.

Cancelling an unwanted menu
If you press Menu by mistake. or decide you don't want a particular menu after all.
you can make a menu disappear by clicking on a blank area of the desktop or icon
bar.
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Displaying a menu

Displaying a menu
1 Point to the relevant icon
Move the pointer over the window or icon
you're interested in.

For example, click on the Apps icon on the icon bar and
move the pointer over the Apps directory display

2 Click Menu

~I

iOl

A menu will be displayed (in this example. the Filer

menu).

'Aiarrr

:A~

If the pointer is over a file icon when you click
the Menu button (or if you had previously
selected an icon by clicking on it) the menu will
apply to that individual file.
You can make the menu apply to more than one
icon in a window by clicking on each icon in
turn with Adjust (not Select) before you bring
the menu up. Use Adjust to deselect icons. too.
You can make the menu apply to all the icons in
a window by choosi ng Select all from the menu
-see below.

Choosing from a menu
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To reverse this, repeat tfte above process. cfroosing Clear
selection instead. Alternatively, click on a blank area
of tfre directory display.
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With a menu displayed, click on the option you
want (notice that menu options are highlighted
as you move the pointer over them) .

For example, on the Filer menu you displayed above,
point at the Select all option and click Select. All tfte
file icons in tfre directory display will be highlighted and
tfre menu will disappear.
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Menus and dialogue boxes

Keeping a menu on the screen
You'll notice that after you click Select to
choose a menu option, the menu disappears.
If you click with Adjust instead of Select. the
menu will stay on the screen. and you can
choose another option.

Choosing from a submenu
1 Highlight the main menu item
Move the pointer onto a main menu item with
an arrow. An arrow to the right indicates that a
submenu is available.

For example. point at the Display option on tfle Filer
menu.

2 Display the submenu
Move the pointer onto the arrow.

The Dis play submenu will appear on the screen .

3 Click on the submenu item
Highlight and make your submenu choice
by moving the pointer over it and clicking
on it.

Click on Small icons. The icons in the directory display
will change size.
Note: If a menu is on the righthand side of the
screen. it may become partially obscured by a
submenu . To prevent this, move the menu
towards the left of the screen by dragging on its
title bar before displaying the submenu.
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What is a dialogue box?

What is a dialogue box?
A dialogue box is a window which contains a number of related options from which
you can make choices. You can think of it as like filling o ut a form- you need to
supply answers to the questions being put to you Once you have done that,
applying your choices will perform an appropriate action. Dialogue boxes can
appear in two circumstances:
•

Instead of a submenu, you will sometimes see a dialogue box.

•

If you choose a menu item whose name ends in an ellipsis( ... ), you will see a
dialogue box.

Icons in dialogue boxes
Here are the different icons you'll come across:
Writable menu option

This is a field, containing a caret. A caret shows
where you can enter text. Some fields are blank.
Others include a default name, which you can
change if you want.

This is the
caret

To erase the default name. press Delete until it
has gone. (A quicker way is to hold down the
Ctrl key and press U.)
Option leon

This is a 'switch' that can either be on or off. You
may have more than one switch on at once.
Radio Icon

This is one of a group of 'buttons·. only one of
which may be selected at once (like the
waveband selection buttons on a radio).

on r-~ Urgent
off _j Repeating

(i

j

on

off

Adjuster arrow Icon

This is an arrow you click on to increase or
decrease any progressive series. such as
numeric values. dates. or sliders.
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Menus and dialogue boxes

Menu icon

This is an icon which displays a menu list when
,---W-av-e-Srnth·Beep
you click on it. Choose an option from the menu Voice ....
list and the choice is reflected in the dialogue
box.

Applying the changes you 've made
The way you apply the changes you've specified
depends on the type of dialogue box. Some
dialogue boxes have one or more buttons at the
bottom for you to click o n (such as Save and
Cancel): others take effect as soon as you click
on an arrow o r radio icon.

Save

Dialogue boxes with several buttons may have a default action button. This is a button
with a thicker border (like the Save button shown above), and can usually be found
in the bottom righthand side of the dialogue box. As well as clicking on this button,
you can apply the changes you've made by pressing .J (Return) on the keyboard .
Some dialogue boxes (usually Save as boxes)
have a writable menu option which you should
type in (to supply a filename, for instance).
There are three ways of applying the name you
supply in such a dialogue box:
•

press .J (Return)

•

click on OK

•

drag the file's icon from the dialogue box to
a directory display.

SpriteFile{

~~

You'll find out more about this in Files and

directories on page 53.
Cancelling a dialogue box
You can cancel a dialogue box by clicking on the
Close icon (if it has one) or the Cancel button.
Any choices you made in the dialogue box prior
to cancelling it will be ignored.

Save
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Choosing menu options - conventions in this Guide

Choosing menu options - conventions in this Guide
Now that you know about menus. here are the convent ions we'll use in the rest of
t his Guide to tell you how to choose menu opt ions and fill in writable menu boxes.
What the manual says

What you actually do
1 Move the pointer over the
Tutorial directory display.

Move the pointer over
the Tutorials directory
display, click Menu and
choose Display/ Small
Icons.

I

~·

2 Click the Menu (middle) button.
3 Move the pointer to the right of
the Display option. This opens
the Display submenu.

4 Move the pointer over the Small
Icons option.

fliiMw
Laro-ocona

M

I

~··

Opliona
New dlreCIOry

Ful Wlfo

·------------

,. o1 Son by name

Soli by type
Sort byaize
Sort by dats

~

Open~tnt

5 Click Select to choose the Small

-

Icons option.

1 Move the pointer over the
directory display.

2 Click the Menu (middle) button.

Move the pointer over
the directory display,
click Menu and enter
Letters into the
New directory/Name:
writable menu box.

3 Move the pointer to the right of
the New directory option.

4 Use the Delete key to erase any
existing default name.

Clptoona

your new directory.
directory writable menu box (or
press .J) to enter the name.

•

Seltc:ul

5 Type in the name Letters for

6 Click Select over the New
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Discs and disc drives

T

his chapter tells you how to use and take care of your discs and disc drives.
and ftow to format and make backup copies of discs.

Floppy discs and hard discs
You can store information and programs on hard or floppy discs. If a CD-ROM drive
is fitted to your computer, you can also access data and programs on CD-ROMs.
See Using a CD-ROM Drive on page I 09 for more information.

Floppy discs
Your computer uses 3.5 inch floppy discs which look like this:

You can obtain floppy discs from your computer supplier. Floppy diSG storage sizes on
page 39 tells you which discs to ask for. Before you use them. you'll have to formal
them (see Forrnalling a floppy disc on page 40).
You put the discs into the floppy disc drive (see inserting and ejecting floppy discs on
page 38). The drive can only take one disc at a time.
The floppy disc icon is on the lefthand side of the icon bar.

Hard disc
A hard disc is fitted to your computer. The amber light on the front panel of the
computer will come on when the hard disc is active.
A hard disc can hold a lot more information than a floppy disc. and the computer
can find information on it a lot faster.
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The hard disc icon is on the lefthand side of the icon bar.

Inserting and ejecting floppy discs
The floppy disc drive is behind the flap on the front of the computer. There's a
picture of the front of the computer on page 77.
Insert the disc into the floppy disc drive like this, with the label uppermost:
Drive
indicator light

Disc eject

button

The disc clicks into place when it is fully inserted.
To eject (remove) a floppy disc from the drive, press the disc eject button below the disc
slot. but only when the drive indicator light is off. Don't try to eject a disc when the
drive indicator light is on unless instructed by the computer to do so; it indicates
that the drive is still running.

Looking after floppy discs
You will build up a collection of discs as time passes. Label them so that you
always know which one holds the information you need. Store them carefully and
keep them away from
•

extremes of temperature

•

strong magnetic fields {e.g. TVs or loudspeakers)

•

dust. dirt. drinks, pets etc.

Don't open the metal shutter on the disc, as the disc surface is easily contaminated
by dust and small particles. For this reason, it's not a good idea to write on the
labels in pencil small pieces of pencil lead can easily get onto the disc surface.

Accessing information on discs
To see what's on a floppy disc, insert it into the floppy disc drive and click on the
floppy disc drive icon on the icon bar.
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To see what's on a hard disc. click on the hard disc icon on the icon bar.
When you click on a hard or floppy disc icon. the contents of the disc will be shown
in a directory display simi lar to the example shown below:
lfJI:\1.

ACFS::

• • •
•• •• • •
If!!
Boot

App6

Diversions

Images

Printing

Public

Sound

Tutorials

Ulllllees

VIdeo

tt

1;:

t

Write-protecting a floppy disc
If you write-protect a floppy disc, it means that you cannot change anything on the
disc. delete anything by mistake. or save any new files to the disc. You should
write-protect discs containing any information you don't want to lose (and don't
want to change at present).
To write-protect a disc. move the plastic tab (on the underside of the disc) towards
the edge of the disc with your finger nail :

Write
protect

Remove write-protection by moving the tab back again.

Floppy disc storage sizes
Floppy discs are a bit like audio cassettes- they both store (or record) information
Some audio cassettes hold more information than others (for instance. a C90
holds more than a C60) even though they look the same physical size.
This is the same for floppy discs - the 3.5 inch discs your computer uses are
available in different storage sizes.
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You can use the following sizes of floppy disc with your computer:

•

High density floppy discs, holding up to 1.6
megabytes (1 .6MB} when formatted (Acorn

Double density

b}®

ADFS 1.6M format) .

•

High density

Double density floppy discs. holding up to 800
kilobytes (800KB) when formatted (Acorn

/

(extra hole)

ADFS BOOK (E) format).

If you want to buy some floppy discs you should ask for "3 .5 inch double density
discs" or "3.5 inch high density discs".
In addition to the standard Acorn formats, your computer can also format and use
discs for DOS and Atari systems. To ensure reliability only format discs in
accordance with this table.
Filing
system

Formatted size
of disc

Disc density
required

RISC OS

1.6MB

high

HD

RI SCOS

800KB

double

DO

DOS

1.44MB

high

HD

DOS

720KB

double

DO

Atari

720KB

double

DO

Atari

360KB

double

DO

You can use DOS and Atari formatted discs to transfer data and information
between these types of computer and your Acorn computer. You cannot run Atari
applications or programs on your computer. You can only run DOS programs if you
have PC Soft 0 1 a PC hardware expansion card. See your supplier for more details.

Formatting a floppy disc
Before you can use a new floppy disc. you need to format it. Formatting a disc
prepares it so that you can store information on it. This is rather like drawing
straight lines on a blank piece of paper before you start writing on it. It tells the
computer where to put the information - it writes along the lines (called tracks)
Formatting also tells the computer how much information a floppy disc can hold.
Warning! When you format a disc, any information that was previously stored
on it is permanently lost. So, don't reformat a disc unless you are certain that
you no longer require the data stored on it.
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1 Make sure the disc is not write-protected

AOFS :O
Name dscl'

.,..

2 Insert the disc in the floppy disc drive

ADFS 800K (E)
ADFS 800K (0}
ADFS 640K (L}
Other formats

Free

IGI ·t

5

••

Verty

Move the pointer over the floppy disc drive icon
on the icon bar. and click Menu.

Important note: you should only choose
Format/ADFS 1.6M if you have a high density
disc.

Current format .,..

Backup

3 Display the Format dialogue box

Choose Format/ADFS 800K (E) (or
Format/ADFS 1.6M, if you've got a high density
disc). The Format dialogue box will appear.

Feiimlt

Dismount

...

' Famat CADFS 1.6Ml

~ve-o-

Namel23 43_Wed

I

Ready to format

I
Forma.!_j

4 Decide on a name for your disc
Move the pointer over the Name box and click,
then hold down the Ctrl key and press U to
delete the default disc name. Then type in the
name you've decided on
If you don't supply a name the computer will
give the disc a name based on the date and
time. See Renaming a fioppy diS(; on page 42 for
information about disc names allowed.

r~ t

I

Fanriat IADFS 1.6Ml

r-o,veo

Name

I NawDisc~ I

Ready to format

II

~

I

Format

5 Format the disc
If you' re sure you want to format the disc. click
on Format.
Remember, this will remove any Information
that may already be on the disc.

If you don't want to format the disc after all,
simply click on the Close icon of the dialogue
box to abandon the operation.

~1 "' 1

I

··~

Dnve 0

FCin'Mt (AOFS 1']M)

I

Name NawDisc5

I

Formatting

Pause

I

During formatting, an indication of the progress of the operation is displayed. First
of all, the disc is formatted (the progress is indicated by a red bar). and then it is
verified (the progress is indicated by a green bar) . A disc is always verified after
formatting, to make sure that the operation has completed successfully. When you
see the message Disc formatted. click on OK.
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Using fioppy and ftard discs in the RISC OS 3 User Guide has more information about
formatting discs. When you've formatted a disc, it's a good idea to stick a label on
it and write on a name- something to help you remember what is on the disc.

Disc errors
If, while formatting is in progress. you get a message that looks like this

Continue

I

then the chances are your floppy disc is faulty. If you click on Continue, the
computer will attempt to 'map out' any defects (no information will be stored on
the faulty parts of the disc). You can use a disc with such defects, but there's always
the chance it may prove faulty in the future. So if you can , it's best if you throw the
disc away and use a new one.

Renaming a floppy disc
As well as writing the disc's name on a sticky label so that you know what it's
called. you can use the computer to name the disc electronically (so the computer
knows the disc's name too).
If you don't choose names for your floppy discs when you format them, the
computer will give them default names of the form 12_ 43_Tues. It's a good idea
to give your floppy discs names which will help you remember what's on them (like
BankLetter or Some_Pics).
Take the following steps to rename a floppy disc:
Make sure the disc you want to rename isn't
write-protected.
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2

Put the disc into the floppy disc drive.

3

Move the pointer over the floppy disc drive
icon and click Menu.

4

Type the new disc name in the
Name disc/Disc name menu option.
Note: the name must be at least 2
characters up to a maximum of I 0, but you
can't use any spaces. or the characters S &

Format
Backup
Verify

%@\A:.#*"

Free

I.

Discs and disc drives

5

Click on the name, or press .J (Return).

The disc now has a new name. To see it. click on the floppy disc drive icon on the
icon bar. A directory display will appear. with the new name in the title bar.
Remember to write the disc's name on its label
Note: Always try to make disc names unique. so that you don't get confused if the
computer asks to see a particular disc. Also, make the name you physically write on
the disc similar to (or the same as) the electronic name you type in when you
rename a disc.

Making backup copies
It is a good idea to make a backup copy of any valuable files or floppy discs from
time to time, in case a disc is damaged or a file is accidentally deleted. RISC OS
applications are supplied ready installed on the hard disc, and you will run them
from there. When you buy other applications. you should copy them to your hard
disc for use, and keep the original discs safe.

Backing up a floppy disc
You'll need a blank formatted disc (known as the destination disc) on which to make
the backup copy. You can either use a brand new disc. or an old one which contains
information you no longer need. You'll need to format a new disc before you can
use it as a backup disc. It must be the same format as the source disc.
Take the following steps to make a backup copy of a floppy disc:
I

Write-protect the source disc (containing
your valuable information) but not the
destination (empty) disc.

2

Put the source disc into the floppy disc drive.

3

Click Menu on the floppy disc drive icon on
the icon bar and choose Backup. You'll see
the Backup dialogue box.

4

Click on OK to start the backup. The
computer will read the source disc.

5

Follow the rest of the instructions until
backing up is complete- the computer will
ask you to swap the source disc and
destination disc while it transfers
information between them (click on
Continue each time you've done it).

I

er... o
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-~~~---0

Namelt9 02_Tut

~

~ -J

--llld,.,.O

r-1
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Insert source disc

-

Namejt9 02 Tut
tnse<t destliWlbot> dsc
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I
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6

7

Click on OK when the backup is complete
(a message will appear in the Backup
dialogue box telling you the backup has
finished).
Choose an appropriate name for the disc
and write it on the disc's label.

-~~~-0

·~1"1

I

..

Na,.,19_02_T,.,

0n¥t0

Bldoup~

-·

I

OK

I

For more information on backing up floppy discs. and for quicker ways of doing it,
see Using floppy and hard discs in the RISC OS 3 User Guide.

Backing up files from a hard disc
If you have any files on your hard disc that you can't afford to lose. it's a good idea
to keep backup copies of them on a floppy disc, in case you delete them by
mistake.

Copytng lndMdual files and applications to a floppy disc
Format a blank floppy disc. and copy any important files from your hard disc o nto
it (see Copying a file to another directory on page 57). Then rename your floppy disc to
remind you what's on it.
You can increase the amount of data that can be stored on a disc by compressing
it using the Squash application . Refer to the Squash chapter in the RISC OS 3 User
Guide for more details.

Backing up your hard disc to floppy discs
You can back up parts of your hard disc onto floppy discs using the backup
procedure explained in the Using floppy and hard discs chapter of the RISC OS 3 User
Guide. This method will not work for any files which are bigger than the size of a
single floppy disc, however (about 1.6MB).

Other ways
It is possible to purchase specialist backup hardware, such as tape drives and
additional disc drives. Contact your supplier for more information .
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Using the keyboard

T his chapter describes the keyboard and its functions.
A quick tour of the keyboard
The illustration on this page shows how the keys are laid out on the keyboard. This
chapter describes the main features of the keyboard. and tells you how to use the
different groups of keys.
The keyboard is divided into the following major blocks:
The typewriter keys are in the main block, and are similar to a typewriter keyboard.
The function keys (marked Fl to Fl2) are in a row above the typewriter keys. The
function of these keys in a particular piece of software is often marked on a card
supplied with the software. You don't need to use these keys at the moment.
The numeric keypad is at the far right, laid out like a calculator. These keys can be
used either to type numbers (when the NumLock key is on) or to perform special
functions, depending on the program or application you are using.
Esc (Escape) key

Caps lock

Left Ctrl
(Control) key

Alt keys

Right Shift
key

Right Ctrl
(Control) key

Cursor (or arrow) keys
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The computer control keys
The computer control keys are those keys which do not produce visible characters
when pressed . They therefore exclude most of the typewriter keys, and the numeric
keypad, but they include all the function keys. Computer control keys sometimes
have different functions. depending on the software they are being used with.
although some of the more common keys are used as follows
Esc (Escape)

at the top left of the keyboard cancels an operation (e.g. printing).

Fl , F2, ... , F12 as mentioned above. the function of these keys in a particular
(Function keys)
piece of software is often marked beside a menu option, or on a
keycard.
Delete

deletes a character to the left of the caret (e.g. in Edit) or deletes
a selected object (e.g. in Draw) .

.J (Return)

completes a line. either starting a new line of text. or sending a
name or instruction to the computer.

f-

(Backspace)

Caps Lock

fr (Shift)

above the .J key has the same function as the Delete key. but is
in a more convenient position.
(when on) makes everything you type appear in capitals. If you
don't want this. press the key once.
changes the meaning of a key, when held down while that key is
pressed. For example. holding down ') (Shift) and pressing a
letter causes that letter to appear in upper case. There are two of
these keys.

Ctrl (Control)

changes the meaning of a key, when held down while that key is
pressed. There are two of these keys.

Alt

changes the meaning of a key, when held down while that key is
pressed (there are two of these keys, the right key is labelled
Alt Gr).

End

copies a selected object (e.g. in Draw) or deletes a character to
the right of the caret (e.g. in Edit).

Print Scrn

normally displays the print option box when used in conjunction
with an application .

Break

used in conjunction with the Control key to force the computer to
restart itself. All unsaved work Is lost when you do this.

i. i. f-. -t

move the cursor (when it is visible) around the screen in the
direction of the arrow on the key. These are also known as arrow
keys.

(Cursorkeys)
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Special key combinations
Sometimes you need to press more than one key. In such cases:
Press and hold down all except the last key in the sequence.
2

Press and release the last key in the sequence.

3

Release all the other keys.

For example:
•

'Press Shift F I' means press and hold down the [' (Shift) key. then press and
release Fl . then release Shift.

•

'Press Ctrl Shift Fl' means press and hold down the Ctrl and
then press and release Fl. then release Ctrl and Shift.

'j (Shift) keys,

When to use the keyboard
You will need to use the keyboard for many tasks. such as

The caret

l,a.c: ! I

•

supplying answers to questions the computer asks in writable menu boxes
(including giving names for files and documents you create)

•

using a word processor. or a text editor like Edit (for an example of this. see
Using applications on page 49)

•

choosing some menu options using keyboard shortcuts (for example pressing
F3 from many applications to Save a file)

•

entering data in a spreadsheet or database.

Whenever you need to use t he keyboard within the desktop, a vertica l bar appears.
This is called a caret. Any characters you type will appear to the left of the caret.
which will move to the right. The caret may only appear when you click in a window.

Moving around a document
Some other keys allow you to move around long documents. Try these out when
you are using an Edit document.

Home

moves the caret to the start of the document

Page up

moves to the previous 'windowful' of the document

Page down

moves to the next 'windowful' of the document

These keys have no effect in some applications (Paint or Draw. for example).
You can. of course. also use the scroll bars and cursor keys to move around the
document.
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Typing special characters
Sometimes you need to be able to type special characters that are not apparently
on the keyboard. such as accented characters, or symbols like©. You can in fact get
at lots of extra characters using the Alt key. The keyboard map below shows the
standard character set. Here's how to type them:

Typing accented characters

rn

Some of the keys on the figure below are marked with a black area in the lower right
corner. These keys allow you to type accent characters. The accent in each case is
the character nearest the black area of the key.
For example, to type an 'e' with an acute accent(~) :
Whilst holding down the Alt key, press and release the 1 key.
2

Release the Alt key.

3

Press and release the E key.

Typing other special characters
Shift Alt

Shift 3

"£

You can type the other special characters shown in the keyboard map using the
instructions shown on the left.

3

a '

3

For example, to type a c symbol

3

Hold down the

Alt 3

3

2

Release the

11 (Shift) and Alt keys, press and release the 3 key.

11 (Shift) and Alt keys.

The application Chars also lets you insert many special characters and symbols
into your document For more information. refer to the RISC OS 3 User Guide.
Special Characters: Keyboard Map

soft hyphen (shy)
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Using applications

T

his chapter tells you how to load and run applications on your computer. lt
uses the application Edit as an example.

What are applications?
Applications. like Edit or Draw, are the tools that you use to produce your letters.
drawings, music and so on. Application names always start with an exclamation
mark (!)-for example. ! Draw.
Some applications (such as Edit) are provided in the Apps directory on the icon
bar. There are other applications on the hard disc, if fitted. Many other applications
and games are available from your supplier.

Starting an application
There are three main ways you can start an application:
•

Double-clicking- move the pointer over the application's 1con. and
double-dick

•

Dragging- move the pointer over the application's icon , then drag it onto the
icon bar. and release.

•

Double-clicking on an associated file- e.g double-click on a Draw file to start
Draw This only works if the computer knows where to find the application (i e.
if it is in the Apps directory. like Draw or Edit, or if the directory containing its
icon has been displayed since you last switched on) .

1 Open the directory display containing the application directory
To use an application that is on a floppy disc.
put the disc in the floppy drive and click on the
floppy disc drive icon. This will open the root
directory display for the disc.
To use one of the computer's own applications.
like Edit, click on the Apps icon on the icon bar
to show the Apps directory display.
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Try tMs now as an example.
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2 Start the application
Double-click on the application's icon . It will
appear on the righthand side of the icon bar.
ready for you to use.

For example. double click on !Edit. Its icon will appear on
the icon bar. indicating that it has been loaded into the
computer's memory, and is waiting for you to use it.
Some applications (like Chars) or games open a window as soon as you
double-click on their icon. instead of appearing on the icon bar.

Using applications
Once you have started an application, you can usually begin using it by clicking on
its icon on the icon bar. An application window will open on the desktop

To use Edit, click on its icon on the icon bar: an empty
Edit window will appear. ready for you to start writing.
Type in some text. Any text you type using the keyboard
appears in the window. Text appears to the left of the
vertical bar- the caret. The caret moves to the right, to
make room for the text.
Press .J (Return) to start a new line. and press it again
to leave a blank line

Once you have typed a few lines of text, move the caret
around the text by moving the pointer with the mouse
and clicking Select- the caret will jump to the position of
the pointer. You can insert (or delete) text at the new
position.

If you aren't sure what the different keys on the keyboard
are for, refer to Using the keyboard on page 45 . A
couple of points to note:
• The Caps Lock key light may be on when you start, indicating that all/etters you type will be
capitals. Press this to get all/ower-case letters.
• When the Caps Lock is off, hold down the ;} (Shift) key to type an upper-case letter (or one
of the upper characters on the number keys).
After you've finished using an application, you will need to save any work you've
done in a file on a disc (otherwise your work will be lost when you switch the
computer off). The next chapter. Files and directories. tells you how to save the Edit file
you've just created, so you can leave its window on the screen for now.
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Using more than one application window
Often you'll have more than one application window open on the desktop You can
only enter information (e.g. write some text. or draw a picture) in one window at a
time. To change the window you are working in. move the pointer over your chosen
window and click Select. You'll notice that the title bar will change to a light shade
of yellow. indicating that it is now active, and you can type into it

For example, click on Edit's icon on the icon bar to bring
up a second Edit window. The second window will be
active.

..
This
.,.

Now click on some text in the first Edit window to make it
active.

~~~.

Close the second (empty) window. You don't need it now.

6:

Quitting applications

l:l::::==--11!1E!f.il

When you've finished using an application. you'll usually want to quit it. To quit an
application:

1 Display the application's icon bar menu
Click Menu over the application's icon on the
icon bar

For example. try this on Edit's icon.

2 Choose Quit
Click on the Quit option.
If you've already saved everything you've done
in the application, its icon will disappear from
the icon bar.
If you've forgotten to save any work. the
computer will remind you. and ask if you really
want to quit, discarding any changes.

.

Edt

1 ~le

rnod~d

In this case. you have not yet saved your work in Edit.
So, click on Cancel to leave Edit running. You'll find
out how to save your work in the next chapter.
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The Boot application

1!1
!Boot

If you were writing a letter by hand, you would need to know where to find the
resources to write it (paper. envelope, pen etc). The computer uses different types of
resources. and also needs to know where to find them. They are contained in the
system application !Boot (or, if you are using a network. !ShareBoot or !Arm Boot, kept
on the network file server).
Normally you just ignore the !Boot application; it just resides in the main directory
and controls the applications and the fonts that you use.
As well as looking after the system. ! Boot also controls the way your computer
behaves as it starts up. It enables you to start up certain applications automatically
and perform tasks each time the computer is switched on.
The !Boot application also lets you
•

set a password so that other users cannot write to the hard disc

•

set the number of discs in the system

•

set the default network file server (if you are connected to a network)

•

set mouse. keyboard and memory parameters

•

set the behaviour of the desktop windows

•

add more fonts to those already used in the computer.

The chapters Changing the computer's configuration and Customising the desktop startup
procedure in the RISC OS 3 User Guide describe how to use !Boot in detail.
Note: Never try to delete ! Boot. ! Boot is one of the most important applications on
your computer; without it your computer will not operate correctly. You should
make sure that you save a copy of !Boot on the hard disc (with a different name)
before you start changing any configuration parameters within !Boot.

Saving Memory
Managing memory in the RISC OS 3 User Guide gives you some hints on how to get
the most out of the memory available on your machine. For instance:
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•

Always quit applications if you're not using them- they take up memory. A
simple way to make sure there is no memory 'tied up' by an application you've
quit is to restart the computer- see Switcfting off tfte computer on page 67.

•

Choose a low resolution screen display that doesn't use much memory. The
desktop in the RISC OS 3 User Guide gives you some hints to follow.

Files and directories

explains how you can store information in an organised way, copy
T it,hisandchapter
delete when you no longer need
it

it.

What are files and directories?
Everything you create using an application can be saved as a file, whether it
consists of text. graphics or a program. Each file has a name- you have to provide
one when you save a new file.
File icons have a square box around them. but what's in the box depends on what
sort of file it is. Double~clicking on a file's icon will load the file (if the application
to display it is available).
Files are stored in directories. A directory can contain many files. and also other
directories (subdirectories) and applications. Directory icons usually look like folders.
to indicate that they can contain files or other directories
There is a special sort of directory called an application directory Its name always
begins with a'!', and it contains an application. such as a word-processor. or a
drawing package. Applications usually have their own individual icons; the icon
shown here is the icon for !Draw. There is more about applications in the previous
chapter and in the RISC OS 3 User Guide.

Opening directory displays
1 Open a directory display

For example. double-clicking on the Printing directory
opens the directory and the Printing directory icon
changes to the open directory icon.

II

Printing

The resulting directory display shows various
applications. including a directory called Printers.

II

Printers

2 Open a subdirectory
Double-click on the Printers directory. and the Printers
directory displa!J will appear. This contains files (in this
case. printer definitions used with the Printers
application)

•Icon -~
changes
Printing

• • • •
• • • •
-
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Double-clicking on an application

Double-clicking on an application
Double-clicking on an application directory loads the application, usually onto
the icon bar ready for use. See the previous chapter for more on this.
Three refinements you might find useful later on :
•

Double-clicking Adjust on a sub-di rectory icon opens the sub-directory display
and simultaneously closes the directory display it came from (the parent). This
can help to reduce t he number of windows that will gather on the desktop
during a work session.

•

Double-clicking Adjust on an application icon will simultaneously load the
application and close its directory display.

•

Clicking Adjust on the close icon closes a directory display and simultaneously
opens its parent directory.

See RISC OS applications in the RISC OS 3 User Guide for more examples of this.

Building a file structure
You need to organise your files carefully. If you leave them all in the root directory
on the disc, it will soon become large and unwieldy. You are usually also limited to
having no more than 77 files, directories and applications in a directory.
Build up a file structure with files of similar types grouped in directories. For
instance, the file structure of a disc for a newsletter might look something like this:

il

Pictures

)

StOf}' Text

I

IF.IT><:TADF.S::
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Files and directories

To create a structure like this, you'll need to create directories, and save, copy or
move files into them. You'll be able to do this by creating a new directory on the
hard disc and saving your files there.
A fuller description of the filing system is given in the RISC OS 3 User Guide.

Creating a new directory
1 Open a directory display
fi';l<,

Decide where you want to create the new
directory, and open a directory display.

For example, click on the hard disc icon on the icon bar.

2 Enter a name for your new directory
Move the pointer over the directory display and
click Menu to display the Filer menu.
Type in a name for your new directory in the
New directory/Name writable menu box and
click on it (or press .J).

ADFS .HinViiCU

• • •
• •
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Video

Tutorials
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Name:

I

TestAes1J

Call it TestFilesl, for example.
An icon for the new directory will appear in the
directory display.

Saving a file
1 Open the directory display

• • •
• • •
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TestF~es1

Imp
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Video
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I
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Decide on the directory in which you want to
save your file, and double-click on its icon to
open a display for it.

For example, double-click on the Tes tF i les l
directory you've just created.
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Saving a file

2 Give your file a name
Move the pointer over the work you want to
save and press Menu to display the application
menu Enter a name in the Save as dialogue
box.

For example. try this on the Edit file you created in the
last chapter.

Click Menu and enter the name Edi tTes t in the
Save/Save as dialogue box (you'll need to erase the
default name TextFile using Delete).
Filenames and directory names on disc can
have between one and ten characters, but not
blank spaces or the characters S & %@ \" : . # *

. I.

You can use upper-case (capitals) and
lower-case letters wherever you like in the name
-the computer makes no distinction between
them. The only reason for calling your file
EditTest instead of edit test is that it's
easier for you to read .
If you've saved this file before (the correct file
name will appear on the box if you have) you
can miss out the next step- just press .J
(Return) .

3 Save your file
To save your file. drag the file icon in the
dialogue box into the directory display and
release the Select button.

For example. save your file Edi tTes t in your
TestFilesl directory. Then quit the file
EdiLTest (click on the Close icon).
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Files and directories

Loading a file
You can load a file by double-clicking on its
icon, as long as the relevant application is
either in the Apps directory, or the application
icon has been displayed on the screen since
you last switched on the computer (the
application has been 'seen').

Copying a file to another directory
1 Open the destination directory display
If you haven't already done it, open the
directory you want to copy the file into.

For example. create another new directory called
TestFiles2 (follow the instructions in Creating a
new directory on page 55). Open the new directory, so
both TestFilesl and TestFiles2 are

displayed.
2 Select the file to be copied
Click on the icon of the file you want to copy.
You can select two or more files in the same
directory display by clicking on their icons with
Adjust (or by choosing Select all from the
menu). Use Adjust to deselect icons, too.

3 Copy the file to the new directory
Drag the file's icon into the new directory
display.

For example, drag the file Edi tTest onto the
directory TestFiles2.
The file will be copied into the new directory. A
copy of the icon will appear in the directory
display when this has been done.
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Moving a file

Moving a file
To move a file (so that the original is not retained
in its original location) , repeat the steps in the
previous section, but hold down 1 (Shift)
during steps 2 and 3.

Deleting files and directories
Warning: once you have deleted a file or
directory, you can't get It back again, so use
this option with caution!

1 Select the file or directory to be deleted
Click on the icon of the file you want to delete.

For example, select tlie copy of Edit Test in directory
TestFiles2.
(You can select multiple files by clicking on
their icons with Adjust, or by choosing Select
all from the Filer menu.)

l''i''fF:l

2 Delete the file or directory
Keeping the pointer over the same directory
display, click Menu to display the Filer menu
and choose the File/Delete option (this might
be App, Dlr or Selection instead of File.
depending on what you've selected).

Delete tlie copy of file Edit Test from tlie
TestFiles2 directory.
Note: deleting a directory also deletes all the
files in that directory. so use this option with
caution!

If any fi les (or directories) have been locked
against deletion, they will not, in fact, be
deleted. See the chapter entitled Tlie desktop in
the RISC OS 3 User Guide for information on file
access and removing file locks.
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Pin board
If you click Menu over an empty area of the
desktop. you will see a menu called Pinboard
Don't worry too much about the Pinboard at the
moment. It's explained in the RISC OS 3 User
Guide, and enables you to do things like

•
•

changing the whole background of the
desktop into a picture

•

closing a window down to an icon on the
background.

Info
Tidy
Clnd lod<

Rtmoveocon
Seltaal
o-Miec:IJOtt
Milke b.cl<drop

Save

,.
,.

leaving file or application icons 'stuck' to
the desktop background. so you can see
and use them. even when the directory they
came from is closed

You might come across one use of the Pin board
when you are dragging files (for example) from
one directory to another. If you let go of the
Select button accidentally while the file you are
dragging is over a blank portion of the desktop,
its icon will stay on the background.
You can remove the 'dropped' icon from the
background as follows:

1 Display the Pinboard menu
Move the pointer over the dropped icon and
click Menu.

2 Remove the icon
Choose Remove Icon from the menu. If that
option is greyed out. it means that the pointer
wasn't quite over the icon when you clicked
Menu. Try aga in .
This action does not delete the file itself- the
icon stuck on the pinboard is merely a 'pointer'
to the real file on your disc.
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Printing
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his chapter gives you an introduction to printing a file from your computer. It
T uses
a Canon
printer as an example.
BJC-61 0

Once you've used an application to produce some work. you'll probably want to
print out what you've done. This chapter takes you through each stage involved in
printing a file. from setting up the computer to producing a printed page.
This chapter assumes that you have already
•

connected your printer to the computer (using the parallel port. in the case of
the Canon BJC-61 0) using the correct cable (see Setting up the computer on page 4
and Adding external devices on page 83)
Note: printer cables longer than about 5m exceed the Centronics parallel port
specification and can cause problems.

•

set any options on the printer itself (check in the manual supplied with the
printer to see whether you need to change any settings)

•

switched the printer and computer on

•

put some paper in the printer.

Follow the instructions in this chapter carefully, and you shouldn't have any
trouble printing your work. If you do get into difficulties, see Problems with printing on
page 66 or contact your supplier.

Setting up
Before you can print anything. you need to make sure that the computer knows
what sort of printer it is connected to. These are the steps involved:

~

•

Loading the printer manager application (!Printers). This is an application which
controls the printing process.

•

Loading a suitable printer definition file This is a program which tells the
computer what type of printer you're using.

•

Setting the correct Configure and Connection options using !Printers.

•

Activating the printer (though this is not always necessary).

•

Saving the printer options.

!Printers

Ill BJC-61 0

The following pages take you through this setting up process in detail.
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Setting up

1 Display the applications directory
! Printers is stored in the Apps directory display.
Click on the Apps icon on the icon bar.

2 Load !Printers
Load !Printers by double-clicking on its icon.
After a few seconds its icon will appear on the
lefthand side of the icon bar. ready to use.

~

IPrinters

3 Load a printer definition file
Click on the hard disc icon on the icon bar.
Open the Printers sub-directory of the Printing
directory.

Printers

Open the subdirectory which corresponds to
the make of your printer (in this case, Canon).
You'll then see a directory display containing all
the available printer definitions.
Decide which printer definition suits your
printer Load it by double-clicking on it. (If you
can't see a printer definition that matches your
printer. see Problems with printing on page 66).

In this case, load the definition called BJC-61 0. which is
specifically for the Canon BJC-61 0 printer.
The !Printers icon will change to the name of
the printer definition file.

llJBJC-610

~

BJC-610

The Printer control window shows details of the
printer definition you've just loaded. To display
the Printer control window, click Menu over the
printer icon on the icon bar. and choose Printer
control.. ..
Note: If the text underneath the Printers icon is not Printers, a printer definition
has already been loaded and is active. You can load another printer definition file
if you need to.
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4 Set the printer configuration options
Click Select on the printer's name in the Printer
control window (if it is not already selected)
then click Menu. This will display the Printers
menu.
Choose Configure ... to display the
configuration dialogue box.
No matter what printer definition you loaded.
you will find that a sensible default
configuration has been supplied. If you wish to
change any of these options. refer to the
manual supplied with your printer.
The only options you'll need to worry about for
now in this window are Paper. Resolution.
Paper f eed , and Quality.
For a Canon BJC-61 0 printer. Paper should be
set to A4 (Generic DP) If it is not. set it by
clicking on the menu icon to the right of the box
and choosing A4 (Generic DP) from the list.
By default the printer Resolution for the
BJC-61 0 is set to 360 x 360 dpi.
If your printer has a sheet feeder you should
leave the Pap er feed choice set to Auto.
otherwise set this to Manual.
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A3 paper size
.; A4 (Generic OP)
A4 paper size
Fanfold (Generic OP)
Fanfold paper size
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When the settings are correct, click on OK

5 Set the Connection options
Click Menu on the printer name in the Printer
control window to display the Printers menu
again. This time choose Connection ... ; you'll
see the Connections window displayed.
Click on the button to the left of the connection
that your printer uses.

In the case of the BJC-61 0 choose Parallel.
Click on OK The details in the Printer control
window will change to reflect your choice.
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Printing a file using the Print Scm key on the keyboard

6 Activate the printer (if necessary)
Choose Active from the Printers menu (you'll
only need to do this if you drag more than one
printer definition onto the Printer control
window- the first printer is set to active by
default)

7 Save the settings
It's worth saving the printer configuration so
that you don't have to set it up every time you
switch on the computer.

Into

"'

Printer control...
OJeue control ...

Click Menu over the printer icon on the icon bar
and choose Save choices. Next time you load
Printers it will automatically start up with this
saved configuration.

Edit paper sizes. ..

Qi§Mii!i":
Quit

Printing a file using the Print Scrn key on the keyboard
1 Load the application
If it's not loaded already, load the application
you used to create the file.

2 Open the file you want to print
Double-click on a file to open it

If it's not open already, open the Tes tFiles l
directory that you created in the previous chapter. Open
the file Edi tTes t .

rll

EditTest

3 Press the Print Scrn key on the keyboard
Some applications (like Edit) will print a file
straight away at this point (others will display a
Print dialogue box- click on OK or Print to
print one copy).

Your Edit file should print out fairly quickly- you won't
see a dialogue box.
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A typical Print dialogue box

1
Copies

Print
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Printing

Most files should print using this method. If
yours doesn't you will have to print it using the
Print option on the application's menu· see
below

Printing a file using the Print option
1 Display the application menu
Click Menu inside the file's window.

Do this in the window for Edi tTes t.

2 Choose the Print option

Edit
Msc
"'
Save F3 ,..

Seted
Edit

"'
"'

Display

...

The Print option is not always in the top-level
menu of an application. You may have to search
through the submenus to find it.
Again. you might see a Print dia logue box. or
your file might print straight away. depending
on the application.
In this case. choose Mise/Print. Your file should print
out. but if things don't appear to be working, try some of
the hints at the end of this chapter.

Another way of printing
You can often print a file by dragging its icon
and dropping it on the printer icon bar icon.

1 Load the application
If it's not loaded already. load the application
you used to create t he file.

2 Display the file's icon
Open the directory containing t he file you want
to print.
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Problems with printing

3 Print the file
Drag the file's icon over the printer icon on the
icon bar and release the mouse button. Your
file will print out

Try this with the file Edi tTes t.
Not all applications allow you to print this way,
however. Check either in the RISC OS 3 User
Guide, or the manual supplied with the
application.

~

EditTest

\
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I
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BJC 610

Problems with printing
The most common problems with printing occur in the setup stage. If your
computer thinks it is connected to the wrong printer, you will have trouble. Take
care with the following when you set up:
•

Make sure that you're using the correct cable. and that it's not too long.
You might get problems if the cable is longer than about 5m. This can
sometimes cause spurious characters to be printed.

•

Make sure you use the correct printer definition.
If there isn't one that matches your printer. you'll probably still be able to print
-most printers have an Epson- or IBM-compatible mode. Check in the
printer's manual if this is the case. and then choose one of the Epson or IBM
printer definition files.

•

Make sure that the configuration that you've chosen can actually be used by
the printer. If in doubt. try a lower resolution .

•

Make sure that you have set the options correctly in the Printers menu and the
Connections and Configuration windows.

•

Make sure the printer is on-line ready to be used (not all printers have this
option- check in your printer's manual) and hasn't run out of paper.

If you want to know what all the options in the Printers menu are for. or anything
else about printing, see t he chapters entitled Printing your files and Setting up printers
in the RISC OS 3 User Guide.
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Switching off the computer

ftis cftapter describes tfte correct procedure to follow before switching off your
T computer.
Do tftis at tfte end of tfte day, or if you're not intending to use the

computer for a few days.
Normal shut down procedure
When you've been doing some work on the computer and want to switch it off, it is
generally inadvisable to simply switch off using the On/Off switch on the front of
the computer: you wi ll lose any unsaved work th is way, and you may cause damage
to the files on your hard disc.
By following the instructions in this chapter, you can switch off the computer more
'gracefully' This will ensure that you don't lose any work, because the computer is
in a state which makes it OK to turn off at the switch

1 Save your work
Make sure that you save any work you have
been doing, or you might lose it (see Files a11d
directories on page 53).

2 Shut the computer down
Move the pointer over the Task manager icon
(the Acorn) and click Menu .

Info
New task

Task display

·Commands F12
Task window •F12
Desktop boot

Choose Shutdown from the menu.

Exit

The computer checks to see whether you have
left any work unsaved. If you have, a window wi II
appear, asking you if you really want to quit the
relevant application.
If you're sure you want to quit. click on Discard
(to discard any changes) If you want to save
your work before you switch off, click on Cancel.
save the work, then choose Shutdown again
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Normal shut down procedure

The computer will perform any 'tidying~up'
operations necessary, such as quitting any
applications. logging off any networks to which
you may be connected. and parking the hard
disc drive heads.
A window will appear when this has happened.
telling you that the computer is ready to be
switched off.

The computer •s now ready
to be SWitch~ off.

I

Restart

I

(If you now decided not to switch off. you could
restart the computer. Click on Restart to do
this) .

3 Switch off the computer and peripherals
Remove any floppy discs from the disc drive.
Switch off the computer at the On/Off switch on
the front.
Switch the monitor off (unless it was plugged
into the power outlet on the back of the
computer and switched off with the computer).
If you have any other peripherals connected to
your computer, check in the manuals supplied
with them to see whether they will switch off
automatically every time you switch off the
computer. If any do not. switch them off now
Note: when the window appears telling you
shutdown has completed. you can restart the
computer instead of switching off.

Click on Restart to do this, or hold down the
Ctrl key and press the Break key.

Hint: Some applications do not give up all of
the computer's memory they've used when you
quit them. This is a good way of 'reclaiming'
that memory.
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The computer is now ready
to be SWitched all

If things go wrong

offers solutions to some problems you might encounter while you
T arehis chapter
getting started with your computer.
If the information in this chapter doesn't help, and your computer is still under
warranty, consult your On-Site Service and Hotline Support, as described on your
guarantee card. Otherwise, consult your supplier.
You should also refer to Troubleshooting in the RISC OS 3 User Guide for more
information.

No picture
Check that
•

the screen has not simply gone dark because the screen blanker is on; if it is,
move the mouse or press the Alt key to restore the display (the screen blanker
helps to conserve power by switching off the display when you leave your
computer for a while- see Changing the computer's configuration in the
RISC OS 3 User Guide)

•

the computer and monitor are connected to the mains supply

•

the monitor is connected to the computer, using the correct cable, the right
way round

•

the computer is turned on; the power on light on the right of the computer
should be lit

•

the monitor is turned on; the power on light on the monitor should be lit

•

the brightness control on the monitor is not turned down.

Check that the connectors between the monitor and the computer are tight. Switch
off both the computer and the monitor, and push in the connectors firmly. Tighten
the screws of the connector to the computer back panel with a small flat-bladed
screwdriver.
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Different screen display
If the computer starts up with a different display, or other unexpected things occur
while you are using it, you (or someone else) may have set up the system
configuration in a different way. You may need to change the Monitor1Ype. To do
this, see Monitor configuration on page 117.

Flashing floppy drive light
If the floppy drive indicator light flashes more than once when you switch on. and
the computer doesn't power up properly (you can't see the RISC OS desktop after a
few seconds) consult your supplier.
If the light only flashes once. this is normal. It should happen every time you switch
on or reset the computer.

Pointer won't move
If moving the mouse does not move the pointer. check that
•

the mouse is firmly connected to the socket on the back of the computer

•

the surface you are using the mouse on is firm enough to allow the mouse ball
to move; move the ball with your fingers to check that the mouse works.

You might need to clean the mouse ball. See Cleaning the mouse on page 73.

If this fails. try restarting the machine: hold down the Ctrl key and press the Break
key. If this still does not work. switch the machine off and back on.

The pointer is not visible on the RISC OS desktop
If the pointer is not visible at all. check whether the command line (with *prompt)
is at the bottom of the screen (you might have accidentally pressed Fl2) :

Star
prompt

L_

11111111

·I

Ha-rdDisc4

:0

rm
Apps

•

If it is. press .J (Return) to get back to the Desktop.
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If the computer powers up in Supervisor mode
If the computer powers up in Supervisor mode (the word SUPERVI SOR will appear
near the top of a black screen). it is possible that the configuration settings in
!Boot are incorrect. You will need to restore the backup copy of !Boot that you
should have created (see The Boot application on page 52). Type Desk t op after the
star(*), then press .J (Return). This will start the desktop, although you will find
that many things will not work correctly. Locate your copy of !Boot (ignore any
error messages you see when opening directory displays) . and copy it back to the
root directory of your hard disc (making sure it is called !Boot). Shut down the
machine and switch it back on.
If this does not work, performing a Delete power on (switching the computer on
while holding down the Delete key) will restore the configuration settings to their
default values.
If this still does not cure the problem. ask your supplier for help.

The desktop disappears
You may have chosen Exit from the Task Manager menu and exited from the
desktop completely Type Desktop and press .J (Return). The desktop will return.
but you will have lost any unsaved work It's best to restart the computer by
holding down Ctrl and pressing Break.

The computer 'forgets' its configuration
If the computer frequently forgets its configuration settings, or the clock
consistently loses time. it may be that you haven't used the computer for a long
time and the computer's internal CMOS RAM support battery may need
recharging. Leave the computer switched on for a couple of hours. then try again .
If you have saved your configuration settings on disc. you can easily reload them
See Changing the computer's configura lion in the RISC OS 3 User Guide for full details
Alternatively, performing a Delete power on will restore the configuration settings
to their default values.
If this doesn't cure the problem. the computer's internal CMOS RAM support
battery may be faulty. Take the computer to your Acorn supplier, who will
investigate.
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The self-test does not complete properly
If you do not see a message similar to the following when the self-test is performed:

RISC OS SM
Acorn ADFS
or if the self-test does not complete properly (the screen may stay red or dark grey
after you switch on. and the floppy drive indicator light may flash on and off a few
times), then contact your Hotline Support or supplier There may be a fault with the
computer's hardware.
Important: in order to see this message, your monitor should already be switched
on and warmed up when you switch on your computer.
Note: the number in the above message (5M) indicates memory size and may vary
according to your model of computer.

There are unexpected icons on the otherwise empty desktop
You might have dragged a file or application towards the icon bar. but accidentally
let go too soon. See Pinboard on page 59.
If somebody else has been using your computer. they may have set it up so that it
loads some files and applications automatically.

An application won't load
There may not be enough memory to load the application Depending on how
much memory your computer has. you will need to quit one or more of the
applications that are already loaded into its memory. Move the pointer over an
icon on the icon bar and press Menu; choose Quit to remove the application from
the computer's memory. Now try loading the application you want to use. If there
still isn't enough space. quit another application you don't need.
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Maintaining your computer

T

his chapter tells you more about looking after your computer and its internal
battery. It describes how to clean the computer and the mouse.

Cleaning the computer, monitor and keyboard
First, remember to follow the Guidelines for safe operation at the very beginning of this
guide. In particular, switch off and unplug the computer and any peripherals from
the mains supply.
You can clean the computer case by wiping it gently with a soft. slightly damp
cloth. Clean the keyboard with a clean, dry paintbrush. For advice on cleaning the
monitor. refer to the manual accompanying it.

Cleaning the mouse
You should use the mouse on a surface that is as clean and as dust-free as
possible. However, dust does sometimes get caught up in the ball on the
underside of the mouse.
Clean the mouse occasionally to keep it running smoothly. To clean the mouse.
you need the following items:
•

some tape head cleaner

•

a cotton swab

•

a lint-free, dry cloth

To remove the ball and clean the mouse, take the following steps:
I

Unplug the mouse and turn it upside down.

2

Unlock the ball retainer by twisting it in the direction of the arrows by a quarter
of a turn (see the diagram overleaf).

3

Hold one hand over the ball and retainer and turn the mouse right side up,
allowing the ball and retainer to drop into your hand. Set them aside in a safe
place

4

Locate the three plastic rollers as shown in the drawing overleaf
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Cleaning the mouse

5

Lightly moisten the cotton swab with tape head cleaner and apply it gently to
the rollers. Rotate the rollers. carefully cleaning off any dust or dirt that may be
clinging to them.

6

Make sure the inside of the mouse is free from dust .

7

Wipe the ball with the clean, dry cloth . Do not use a cloth which may leave lint.
and do not use cleaning liquid on the ball

''

To replace the ball and retainer, take the following steps
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Turn the mouse upside down and place the ball back in the case.
2

Return the retainer to its original position (lock it in place by twisting it
clockwise by a quarter of a turn)

The CMOS RAM battery
While it is switched off. the computer 'remembers· the time and other useful
information such as its 'configuration· (features like how fast the pointer moves
when you move the mouse). For more information on configuring your computer.
see the RISC OS 3 User Guide.
To support this memory, the computer uses an internal battery which is charged
while the computer is switched on . Ideally, to maintain the battery at full charge.
the machine should be switched on for at least one hour in each five-day period.
However. the battery does not need to be fully charged in order to work. and should
in fact maintain the computer's clock and configuration for as long as six months
while the computer is not being used If your computer is switched off for this long.
leave it on for a few hours the next time you use Jt
In the course of time (after a few years) the battery, like a car battery, may wear out.
You can tell when this has happened by the fact that the computer will frequently
'forget' its configuration and the computer's clock will show the wrong time. You
should then take the computer to your Acorn supplier. who will install a new
battery
In the event of your configuration settings being forgotten. it is recommended that
you save a copy on hard or floppy disc. You can then reload them just by
double-clicking on this file. For full details on how to do this. refer to Changing the
computer's configuration in the RISC OS 3 User Guide
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The hardware on your computer

his chapter describes the hardware components of the computer, and gives details
T about
the connections of the different sockets.
The front of the computer
The drawing below shows the front of the computer.
Open flap here

On/off switch

~

Flap closed

Power on light

Empty 5.25" drive bay (may have CD-ROM drive fitted)

Floppy disc drive

Flap open

Floppy disc indicator light

Disc eject button

Power on light
This green light comes on when you turn the computer on .
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The front of the computer

Hard disc indicator light
The amber light only comes on when the internal hard disc drive is being accessed
by the system .

Roll down flap
This flap hides the drive units during normal use, if you need to access the drive
units. just roll down the flap. The right hand drive bay contains the floppy drive and
the lefthand drive bay is empty. The internal hard disc is not accessible

Floppy disc drive
The floppy disc drive is located behind the roll down flap on the righthand side. It
consists of a slot into which you insert the floppy disc, a drive indicator light that
lights whenever the disc is being accessed, and a disc eject button that you press
to remove the disc.

Drive indicator light

Disc eject button

WARNING: When the floppy disc drive indicator light is on. the computer is
actually reading or writing data . Do not remove the floppy disc or turn off the
computer while the light is on. unless instructed by the computer to do so.

Empty drive bay
To the left of the floppy drive is the empty drive bay. This can be filled with any
5.25" drive or any 3.5" drive if a special drive tray is used. On some models this
drive bay may contain a CD-ROM drive

On/Off switch
This is the computer's power switch. When you switch it on. the computer starts
operating and the On/Off indicator light comes on.
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The back of the computer
The drawing below shows a typica l view of the back of the computer.

:3~

1

Expansion
card blank
panel

~'""',

\:_.;

rasm

The following subsections describe the connectors and so on that you'll find on the
back of the computer:

Monitor power outlet
('\

'v

You can attach the power cable of most types of monitor to this outlet (check with
your supplier). Its output is controlled by the On/Off switch on the front of the
computer. The maximum continuous rating for this outlet is lA@ 220-240V AC.
Note: this outlet Is intended for connecting monitors ONLY.

Computer power connector
(\

-+V

Use this three-pin connector to connect the computer to a standard power outlet.
Note: This outlet must be earthed to avoid danger of electrical shock.

Reset button
I~
• I

\....-/

Use the Reset button as a last resort to restart the computer without turning it off
at the On/Off switch. Refer to the RISC OS 3 User Guide for more information about
resetting your computer.
Warning: You'll lose any unsaved work when you do this.

Headphones
The standard 32 ohms headphones socket allows you to connect stereo
headphones to the computer's sound system. The headphones must have a 3.5mm
stereo jack plug. When you plug in the headphones, the internal speaker is
disconnected.
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Video
The v1deo socket IS used to connect your monitor to the computer. If you have a
non-standard monitor you may need an adaptor- refer to your Acorn dealer.

Keyboard connector

Mouse connector
The mouse cable connects to the 9-way mini-DIN socket on the back of the
computer (the other end of the cable is permanently fixed to the mouse)

Networking (optional)
The networking connector is only present if you have added a network expansion
interface card to your computer Networking allows you to connect the computer to
other computers on a local area network (LAN). There are two network cards available
from your dealer:
An Econet network card connects the computer with other Acorn computers on
an Econet local area network.
An Ethernet network card connects the computer to an Ethernet network. It
allows connection to a thin-Ethernet cable.

Parallel printer
Use this 25-way socket to connect a parallel printer to your computer. Parallel and
serial printers are discussed in the chapter entitled Adding external devices on
page 83.

Serial port
The serial port on the back of the computer is a 9-way plug If you want to connect
a serial device. it needs a 9-way D-type socket on the end of its lead. Refer to the
documentation accompanying your part icular package for information on how to
wire the lead to be used with the serial port. There is also some information in the
chapter entitled Adding external devices on page 83
If you are planning to use a serial mouse with your computer, make sure that it is of
the three-button variety. •
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Expansion card blanking panels
The blank panels cover any expansion card slots not in use. It's not a good idea to
operate the computer with these removed.
!!'!!!!:...-

.====::::::;=====::.:::=:::o"lJ:
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+ •

Expansion
card blank
panels
Back of computer

Expansion cards allow you to add functionality to your computer. Your Acorn
dealer can provide you with details about which expansion cards are available for
your computer.
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Adding external devices

T

his appendix gives you advice on attaching different devices to your computer.

Introduction
There are a number of peripheral devices that you can attach to your computer to
expand its capabilities- for example, printers and modems.
This chapter offers some general guidelines for connecting peripherals to your
computer. Some examples are given for attaching specific peripheral devices. but
often you' ll need to use the general information provided to help you decide how
to connect a device. For example. the signal connection diagrams that are given for
each hardware connection act as guidelines which will work with most hardware;
you must first check the manual accompanying the peripheral device that you are
connecting
There are three ports on your system that you can use to attach peripheral devices:
the Serial port. the Parallel port and the Network port

ooQo o~~~D>~
Networ1<

~

'

Parallel

I
Serial

The characteristics of each of the above ports are described in the following
sections. along with information about the types of devices that can be connected
to them.

Serial port
IRS232I

The serial port is by far the most versatile and sometimes the most complicated
port to use. It is mainly used to connect your computer to other computers.
printers and modems. or to connect a serial pointing device (such as a serial
mouse) .
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Serial port

When you connect peripherals to the serial port
•

ensure that screened cabling is used to connect up the peripheral. and that the
screening is connected to the shell of the connector

•

consult the peripheral manufacturer's instructions for pin connections.

The serial port supports two different types of peripheral equipment
•

Data Terminal Equipment (or DTE- for example printers and computers).

•

Data Circuit-terminating Equipment (or DCE- for example modems) .

You will need different cables. depending upon which type of peripheral {DTE or
DCE) you are connecting to your machine. The computer itself is DTE. Your Acorn
dealer should be able to supply you with the necessary cables.

Connecting printers to the serial port
Hardware connection

Flow control is the process by which the printer communicates its readiness to
transmit or receive data to or from your computer. There are a number of different
protocols which are used to achieve this.
You should check carefully which protocols your printer uses. and if possible set it
to use the XOFF/XON protocol. Some printers have alternative flow control
mechanisms involving ETX/ACK (different control characters from XOFF/XON.
transmitted under slightly different circumstances). or RTS/CTS (signals on
additional wires on the interface cable).

An example
The diagram (right) shows the serial port
signals used to connect to an Apple LaserWriter
laser printer.
Your supplier may be able to supply you with a
ready-made cable. Note that the cable is not
reversible.
Software connection

For information on how to set up the software
side of things, see Printing on page 61. You'll
also find more information in Setting up printers
in the RISC OS 3 User Guide.
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Computer
1 (DCD)
2(RXD)
3 (TXD)
4(DTR)
5 (OV)
6(DSR)
7(RTS)
1 8 (CTS)
' 9 (AI)

l_

Printer

- - - f- t-+---t--t-

1 Screen
2 TXD
3 RXD
4RTS
SCTS
6DSR
70v
8DCD
20DTR

Adding external devices

Connecting modems to the serial port
A modem is a device used to transmit data over the telephone system . It is usually
connected up differently from a printer. This is because a modem is a DCE device;
pnnters are DTE devices. The main difference is that the connections are 'straight
through'. in that the modem expects to receive data on the 'transmitted data' line.
and vice versa. whereas when connecting terminal to computer or computer to
computer the connections have to be crossed over
Hardware connection
Your supplier should be able to supply you with
a ready-made cable which will work with your
communications package.
If this is not possible. you may need to make an
adaptor cable to connect a modem or other
standard RS232 DCE device. The wiring guide
for connecting to a standard RS232 25-way
D-type connector is shown on the right.
In practice you may leave out Rl. as it is not
often used. If the modem doesn't provide aCTS
signal. leave it out and instead connect CTS to
RTS at the computer end.

Computer

Modem

1 (DCD)
2 (AXD)
3 (TXD)
4 (DTA)
5 (OV)
6 (DSA)
7 (ATS)
8(CTS)
9 (AI)

8(DCD)
3(AXD)
2 (TXD)
20 (DTA)
7(0V)
6(DSA)
4(ATS)
S(CTS)
22 (AI)

'
I

t-

I

I
I
J

I

___J

If you are connecting a different type of modem from the one illustrated, the
differences will be in which signals the modem looks at and can supply. You can
configure some modems to use or ignore the various control signals, by means of
their DIP (Dual In-line Package) switch settings or by sending commands
Software connection
For information on how to set up the software. it's best if you check with your
supplier. who will be able to tell you the communications package to use that best
suits your modem and cable.

Connecting a mouse to the serial port

/§h \
CJ
/

If you have a three-button serial mouse. you can connect this to the serial port and
use this instead of the standard Acorn-supplied mouse. It has to be either a
Microsoft- or Mouse Systems-compatible serial mouse. You can also connect other
serial pointing devices such as tracker balls and Special Needs keyboards.
You will also need to configure your system software to use these devices. See

Changing the computer's configuration in the RISC OS 3 User Guide for more information .
There is a diagram of the serial port pinout in Connector pin-outs on page I 25
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Parallel port

Parallel port
The parallel port is commonly used to connect a printer. or to send and receive
data to and from another device.
There is a diagram of the parallel port pinout in Connector pin-outs on page 125

Printers on the parallel port
Hardware connection

You need a 25-way D~type connector to connect a parallel printer to the computer.
Often. the cable supplied with your printer will be suitable. If not. the table below
gives an example of how the pins on the computer's parallel port map onto a
36-way Centronics-type Delta 57 connector.
The mapping is not one to one. The signals you need will depend on the type of
printer. and the settings of any switches on the printer. As a genera l guide. most
printers will work without the optional signals shown at the bottom of the table.
In the first instance. ask your supplier to make sure he gives you the correct cable.
Check the printer's documentation for more information .
Computer

Printer

1 (STROBE)
2 (DATAO)
3 (DATA1 ) - - - - 4 (DATA2)
5 (DATA3) - - - - 6 (DATA4) - - - - 7 (DATA5) - - - - 8 (DATA6) - - - 9 (DATA7)
10 (ACK) --11 (BUSY)

18 to 25 - - GND

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
19 to 30

Optional
12 (PE)
13 (SLCT) - - - 14 (AUTO FD XT)
15 (ERROR)
16 (iNTi')
17 (SLCT IN)
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12
13
14

32
31
36

Adding external devices

Software connection

Printing on page 61 tells you how to configure your computer to use a Acorn JP-150
printer. You'll find more information in Setting up printers in the RISC OS 3 User Guide
and the manual supplied with your printer.

Network port

~
~

You can purchase special Econet and Ethernet networking hardware that is fitted
internally and connects directly to special connectors inside the computer. If one
or more of these are fitted, they provide you with a Network port with which to
connect to the outside world.
Econet connection

If you have an Econet network card fitted to your computer, you can directly
connect your computer to an Econet network. You will need a 15-way D-type to
5-pin DIN cable. The 5-pin DIN cable connects directly to your standard Econet
wall socket.
Ethernet connection

If you have an Ethernet network card fitted to your computer, you can connect your
computer to your Ethernet local area network.
Refer to the instructions that accompany your network card to find out how to
connect your computer to your Ethernet network. You may need a converter box to
convert the signal from the network port to that required by the Ethernet interface.
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Opening the computer

You should receive fitting instructions for upgrades when you buy them from your
supplier. However. to be able to fit them, you first need to know how to open the
computer's cover and what to look for inside. This chapter tells you how to take the
top cover off and how to partially dismantle the computer case.
You can open your computer in two stages. You can just remove the top cover,
giving you access to the floppy disc drive and spare drive bay. You can also remove
the upper section of the computer completely, giving you access to the circuit
board.
Before removing the top plastic cover of the computer
1
switch off the computer
2
remove the power lead from the wall socket.
Do not reconnect the power lead to the wall socket until you have replaced
the cover of the computer.
Do not make any adjustments inside the computer while the power lead is
connected to the wall socket.

Acorn Computers Limited cannot accept any liability for damage done to the
product during the installation of internal upgrades whether or not carried out in
accordance with the instructions in this chapter. If you don't feel confident about
carrying out any of the instructions in this chapter, ask your supplier to fit upgrades
for you (a charge may be levied by the supplier for installing any upgrades; such a
charge shall be entirely at the discretion of the supplier concerned).

Before you start
You' ll need a firm, flat, non-slippery surface to work on. For example. cover a table
with a woollen blanket (a synthetic blanket could cause a static electrical discharge
which would damage the computer). If you have expansion cards in your computer
you will also need a small screwdriver.
Make a note of everything that you disconnect or take apart so that you can
put it back together again easily when you have finished your modifications.
I

Shut down and switch off the computer and any peripherals connected to it
following the instructions in Switching off the computer on page 67.

2

Remove the computer power cable from the power outlet on the wall.
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Before you start

3

Remove the monitor power cable from the power outlet on the computer.

4

Remove all other cable connections from the back of the computer. Make a
note of where they connect to so that you can replace them easily If you need
help refer to the setting up information starting on page 4

5

Make sure you have easy access to all parts of the computer If you need to
move the computer to give yourself better access. you should carefully
disconnect any peripherals connected to the computer Keep a note of how the
peripherals connect to the computer.

Identifying the layers
Turn the computer so that you are looking at the side of the computer. The
computer is divided into layers:
Side view

~

..-----

l - -l

---------------------- ------------------------------------------- - ---- -----------------

Top cover

Middle layer

Base layer

•

The base layer containing the power supply, the circuit board and the hard
disc.

•

The middle layer containing the floppy disc drive. controls and switches and
an empty slot for an additional drive unit

•

The top cover (the lid).

Additional middle layers
Some computers contain an additional middle layer into which can be added
one or two further drive units and one or two further expansion cards.

Additional
middle layer

The instructions in this chapter refer to computers with only one middle layer.
Opening computers with two middle layers is very similar.
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Opening the computer

Removing the top cover
To remove the top cover:
Position the computer so that you are looking at the back of the computer. If
you are using a tower configuration you will have to remove the tower feet first.
2

Find the top of the rear locking pins and turn them a quarter turn towards you .
They should now be sticking out.

Top view
of computer
back

'
3

Remove the top cover by pulling the back end of the top cover gently upwards
and outwards. You do not need to remove the locking pins.

Front of the
computer

Side of the
computer
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Replacing the top cover

Replacing the top cover
To replace the top cover:
Position the computer case as in the picture below with the front of the
computer to your left.
2

Line up the front of the top cover with the front edge of the case.

3

With the palm of your left hand pushing on the join between the top and front
of the computer. firmly push (with your right hand) the top cover forward so
that it clicks into place.
You may need to press firmly all along the front join so that the lugs in the top
cover click into the retaining sockets at the front.

/J..:r /

Push towards the front

/

/
Push firm
at these points with
the flat of your
until the case and
cover click together

4

The back of the top cover then easily comes down in place

5

1\Jrn the locking pins a quarter turn to the closed position .

Replace all of the connecting leads that you removed earlier. Lastly plug the power
supply lead into the back of the computer and into the power supply outlet. For
more information refer to the section entitled Setting up tfle computer on page 4.
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Removing the centre section
Once you have removed the top cover you can go on to remove the middle layer.
Removing the middle layer will give you access to the circuit board.
This section assumes that the top cover has already been removed.
Removing the processor cards

IMPORTANT: Most electronic devices can be damaged by static electricity To
reduce the possible adverse effects of static electricity, please observe the
following procedures when removing or replacing any component(s) or
upgrade:

•

Avoid working in areas where there are man-made fibres, such as nylon
carpets and nylon clothing.

•

Use a static wrist strap (obtainable from your supplier): after the computer
has been disconnected from the mains. connect the wrist strap to a
suitable metal earth point on the machine, such as the metal shell of the
serial port. Fit the loop of the strap securely around your wrist.

•

avoid touching the pins of lCs or connectors during fitting.

Identify where the processor cards are in the case. There will be at least one,
and you may have fitted another yourself.
Looking at the
computer from
the top

Back of computer

Remove this
processor card
Front of computer

2

You may have
another processor
card to remove
here

Position the computer case as in the picture below with the front of the
computer to your left.
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Removing the centre section

3

Grip each processor card in turn firmly with both hands at the top of card.
Remove it by pulling vertically and evenly up and out of the case- it may be
stiff Make sure that you don't squash any of the components on the card when
you grip

4

Make a note of which sockets the cards came out of, so that you can replace
them in the correct positions.

Removing expansion cards and the backplane

If you have expansion cards in your computer. you must now remove them . To
do this you will need to face the back of the computer and unscrew them using
a small screwdriver. If you have more than one expansion card. make a note of
which slots they were removed from so that you can replace them correctly.
There are more detailed instructions on how to fit and remove expansion cards
given on page 105.

Expansion card
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Opening the computer

2

Identify where the backplane card is in the case.
Back of computer
Looking at the
computer from
the top

~.

.

~.1

I.

---

~

Backplane card

fJ

~

Front of computer
3

Remove the expansion card backplane by pulling it vertically and evenly up
and out of the case. It is easiest to grip it under the lower card connector
(under the grey plastic beam) and then pull up

r~J ..

Backplaneca rd
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Disconnecting the floppy disc drive

I

Identify where the floppy disc drive is in the case
Back of computer
Looking at the
computer from
the top
Floppy disc
connections

Floppy disc
drive

Front of computer

2

Disconnect the power and data connections from the floppy disc drive by
gently pulling them away from the floppy drive. This is easier if you are looking
at the connectors from the back of the computer.
Floppy disc d ...
riv_e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _/'----'. ,

~

....-.-------=0:...:-ata connector

~
'!'-·,)( 'T""j'...
_~ .--~
Power connector
•i / / -;;::::

_/

3
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If you have installed a drive in the spare drive bay then remove the power and
data connections from this drive also.

Opening the computer

Removing the locldng pins

Remove the rear locking pins by pulling them straight up and out of the case

2

Find the top of the front locking pins and turn them a quarter turn so that the
finger grip on the pin faces away from the side of the case.

3

Remove the front locking pins by pulling them straight up and out of the case.

Front locking pin

~ ~
Locking pin
socket

Front locking pin

4

You can now remove the centre section of the computer by gently separating
the middle from the lower section
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Replacing the centre section
Replacing the centre section:

Locate the middle section over the lower section and press down firmly.

2

Insert the front and rear locking pins. The rear locking pins have the large
finger grips, the front locking pins have the small finger grips

3

Insert the front locking pins so that the finger grips are pointing towards the
noppy disc drive.

4

Push the locking pins downwards as far as they will go and turn them a quarter
turn so that the finger grips are pointing towards the back of the computer.

5

Insert the rear locking pins so that the finger grips are pointing outwards. away
from the case.

6

Push the locking pins downwards as far as they wi ll go and turn them a quarter
turn so that they are nush with the back of the case.

Replacing the floppy drive connections

I

Find the data cable and push it firmly onto the data connector on the noppy
drive. The cable only fits one way around. Looking from the back of the
computer towards the front of the computer the data cable has the red edge
stripe to the left.

2

Find the power cable and push it firmly onto the power connector on the
floppy drive. The cable only fits one way around Looking from the back of the
computer towards the front of the computer the power cable has the red lead
to the right
"
'

...~
_ _ _____,D=ata connector
'

~·;-..,.._ _---'P--'ower connector

Replacing the expansion card backplane and expansion cards

Locate the backplane card over the backplane card socket; make su re that the
backplane connectors are facing towards the rear of the computer.
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2

Push down firmly on the backplane card until it is seated firmly in its socket.

3

Replace any expansion cards that you have removed: put them into the same
slot that you removed them from.

4

Replace and tighten the screws that fix the expansion cards to the case.

Opening the computer

Replacing the processor cards

Replace each processor card as follows:
Locate the card over the appropriate slot. You will find that it will only fit one
way round.

2

Push the card down firmly until it is seated firmly on its socket.

You can now replace the top cover; see page 92.
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Internal expansion

T his chapter shows you how to add expansion options to your computer.
In this chapter you'll find instructions on how to install
•

additional DRAM memory modules

•

expansion cards

•

a network interface.

Other hardware upgrades. such as those for the VRAM memory module. are
supplied with their own installation instructions.
Before removing the top plastic cover of the computer
1
switch off the computer
2
remove the power lead from the wall socket.
Do not reconnect the power lead to the wall socket until you have replaced
the cover of the computer.
Do not make any adjustments inside the computer while the power lead is
connected to the wall socket.

Acorn Computers Limited cannot accept any liabi lity for damage done to the
product during the installation of internal upgrades whether or not carried out in
accordance with the instructions in this chapter If you don't feel confident about
carrying out any of the instructions in this chapter. ask your supplier to fit upgrades
for you (a charge may be levied by the supplier for installing any upgrades such a
charge shall be entirely at the discretion of the supplier concerned)
Important note: During normal operation of the computer, the power supply unit
will become hot. If you open the computer. be very careful not to touch this unit if
you have recently had the computer switched on.
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Static electricity

Static electricity
Important: Most electronic devices can be damaged by static electricity. To reduce
the possible adverse effects of static electricity, note the following when installing
any component(s) or upgrade:

•

avoid working in areas where there are man-made fibres. such as nylon carpets
and nylon clothing

•

after the computer is disconnected from the mains. touch the inside of the
plastic case while performing the upgrade to ensure that you and the
computer are at an equal potential

•

avoid touching the pins of ICs or connectors during fitting.

Additional DRAM memory modules
Your computer can have SIMMs (Single-In-Line Memory Modules) fitted to
supplement DRAM (Dynamic RAM). Two SIMM banks are catered for. and any
combination of suitable 32~bit SIMMs is possible, with either of the DRAM sockets
left empty. The operating system does, however, expect at least 2MB of DRAM to be
available.
Before purchasing and fitting a SIMM, you should ensure that it agrees with the
specifications listed in Guidelines for choosing SIMMs on page I 04 .

Upgrading DRAM memory modules
Shut down and switch off your computer and any peripherals connected to it
following the instructions in Switching off the computer on page 67
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2

Remove the power lead from the wall socket.

3

Follow the instructions given in Opening tfre computer on page 89. Remove both
the top cover and middle layer.

Internal expansion

4

Position the computer with its back towards you . The SIMM sockets are then
sloping away from you on the left hand side of the circuit board
Back of computer
Looking at the
computer from
the top

---

~.

•

~J

J.

~.

SIMM socket
(normally filled)
SIMM socket

n

Front of computer
The computer can be fitted with one or two SIMMs. If you are adding a single
SIMM add it to the empty slot (if there is one); otherwise you should remove
one of the existing SIMMs first. Always remove the smaller capacity SIMM first
Sloping SIMM
sockets

5

If you are fitting a new SIMM into a socket that is already occupied you should
remove the existing SIMM. Push the small metal spring clips on each side of
the SIMM socket sideways. Gently pivot the SIMM towards you at the same
time and it will click out of the socket.
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Additional DRAM memory modules

6

Fit the new SIMMs by pushing them almost vertically into the socket. Ensure
they are level and then push the top edges gently backwards The spring clips
will lock into place.
cut out

7

Replace the middle layer and top layer of the case; the previous chapter shows
you how to do this.

8

Test that the memory change has taken effect by checking the total memory
size given by the Task Manager.

You have now finished upgrading the memory modules.

Guidelines for choosing SIMMs
Your Acorn dealer will be able to supply you with a list of SIMMs which are
approved by Acorn for use in your computer. You are strongly recommended to use
on ly the SIMMs supplied on this list.
Should you decide to use another SIMM, note that there are some which cannot be
fitted to your computer. Before purchasing. you should ensure that the following
specifications are met:
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•

The maximum physical size of the SIMM is 108mm long, 36.2mm wide and
9.4mm thick

•

The SIMM must have a 72~pin connector with 32-bit data (36-bit DRAM devices
must not be used as they may exceed the bus loading)

•

The SIMM must not have more than 16 devices (DRAM chips) on board

•

SIMMs must be rated 70ns or faster (50ns or 60ns is acceptable. but 80ns is
not)

•

Devices on the SIMM must be square array (that is, the same number of bits
for both row and column address)

•

SIMMs must support "Fast Page Mode" and "CAS before RAS refresh"

Internal expansion

SIMMs with more than 16 devices (i.e. 8 on each side) will be unsuitable as these
will put too great a load on the computer. The exact limits are given below:

WE

max 128pF
max 140pF

RAS/CAS
Data Bus 1/0

max 59pF
max 29pF

Address Bus

You should draw these figures to the attention of your supplier if in any doubt.
For 16 and 32MB SIMMs only, 2048 refresh cycles are required.
Pins I I , 46, 48, 66. and 71 are unconnected. The ID code on pins 67, 68, 69 & 70 is
not used and therefore irrelevant. However. non-standard SIMMs with five or more
ID pins should not be used. Pin 29 (unconnected on some SIMMs) carries address
bit II and a module may only use this for address bit II.

Adding expansion cards
Expansion cards enable you to add to the capabilities of your computer. They
usually consist of two elements; a hardware card that fits into one of the expansion
card slots at the back of the computer and one or more software applications and
utilities that enable you to use and control your expansion card's features.
Note that only single-width expansion cards may be fitted to your computerthere is no room for double~width cards. like the Acorn 1/0 card.
Please read the instructions in this section in conjunction with the instructions
that accompany your expansion card; you may have to alter some links or settings
on the card itself.
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Adding expansion cards

Shut down and switch off your computer and any peripherals connected to it
following the instructions in Switching off the computer on page 67.
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2

Remove the power lead from the wall socket.

3

Make sure that you have easy access to the expansion card area. You may have
to move your computer. Make a note of any leads that you unplug so that you
can plug them in again when you have finished.

4

Remove the top cover to give you better access to the expansion card area
This is described in the chapter entitled Opening the computer on page 89

5

If you are installing your first expansion card. use the lower of the expansion
card slots. Unscrew the metal expansion card blanking panel from the back
panel. Keep the screws as you'll need them to secure your expansion card.

6

The lower expansion card slot has a set of guide runners over which you
should slide the expansion card .

7

Press the expansion card home firmly so that the expansion card connector fits
firmly into the socket on the backplane

8

Screw the expansion card into place on the metal case using the screws that
secured the blanking panel.

9

Refer to the documentation that came with the expansion card to see if there
are any further installation instructions. You may need to install some
additional software onto your hard disc that controls the expansion card.

Internal expansion

Adding a network card
Shut down and switch off yo ur computer and any peripherals connected to it
fol lowing the instructions in Switchirtg off the computer on page 67.
2

Remove the power lead from the wall socket.

3

Follow the instructions in Opertirtg the computer on page 89. Remove both the top
cover and the middle layer.

4

Identify where the network connector socket is in the case.
Back of computer
Looking at the
computer from
the top

-

c::::::J

~ =~
.

.

I

I.

~·
~

Network connector
socket

n

Front of computer
5

Remove the blanking plate covering the network connector socket on the
computer by gently pressing it outwards fro m the inside of the case. Keep it in
a safe place in case you ever need to replace it.
Push out this

-

_

~ blanking plate

n~ oo~ :o 0 21~·f:_

·F ,,
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Adding a network card

6

Align the card so that its external connector fits in the empty network
connector socket in the back panel.

~ Back

of
computer

/

7

Push the card connector (underneath the card) firmly into the network
connector socket on the main board.

8

Screw the connector to the back panel using the screws supplied.

9

Stick the network connector label on the rear panel , in the space provided
above the hole for the external connector.

10 Replace the middle layer and top cover of the case. The chapter entitled
Ope11i11g the computer on page 89 shows you how to do this.

You have now finished installing the network card.
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Appendix A: Using a CD-ROM Drive

computer may have been supplied with a CD-ROM drive fitted, or you
Y:our
may have fitted one yourself. This appendix gives you basic instructions on how
to operate it.
This appendix provides information on
•

using a CD-ROM drive and associated software

•

care and maintenance of your CD-ROM drive and CO-ROMs.

If you do not have a CD-ROM drive. it is possible to fit one yourself. Consult your
supplier for more information about the type of drives which you can use.
Note It has been found that some models of ATAPI drives do not fully meet the
ATAPI standard. If fitting an ATAPI CD drive not supplied by Acorn to your machine.
ensure that your supplier is sure of and takes responsibility for its compatibility
with your computer.
If you do fit your own CD-ROM drive you may find that specific details differ from
the information given here, depending on the model you have fitted.

Configuring your CD-ROM drive
The software supplied with your computer allows you to view the contents of any
CD placed in the drive. from within RISC OS.
If your computer was supplied with a CD-ROM drive already fitted, the software will
already be configured so that you can use it straight away If you have fitted a
CD-ROM drive yourself. you may need to change the configuration. See the
RISC OS 3 User Guide for details.

Accessing information on CD-ROM
If you have a CD-ROM drive fitted to your computer. a CD icon will appear on the
icon bar when you switch the computer on Click on this icon to view the contents
of any CD-ROM. in exactly the same way as you use the floppy disc icon to see what
is on a floppy disc. The main difference is that CO-ROMs are read only: you cannot
change or add to the information stored on a CD-ROM.
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Playing audio COs using CDP/ayer

To view the contents of a CD-ROM:
Load the CD-ROM into the CD-ROM drive. (The precise instructions for doing
this wi II vary according to the make of CD-ROM drive that is fitted . If you are in
any doubt. consult the instructions that came with the drive.)
2

Click Select on the CD icon on the icon bar to open a directory display on the
contents the CD-ROM.

To remove the CD-ROM:
Click Menu on the CD icon on the icon bar. and choose Dismount from the
menu
2

Press the Load/Eject button and the CD-ROM will be ejected from the drive.

Playing audio COs using CDPiayer
You can play audio COs through headphones connected to the headphone socket
on the back of the computer using the CDPiayer application. which you will find in
the Utilities directory on your hard disc
To play an audto CD:
I

Plug your headphones into the headphone socket on the back of the computer.

2

Place the CD in the CD-ROM drive and close the drive door.

3

Double-click on the CD Player icon in the Utili ties directory. The CD Player
appl ication will load and its icon will be displayed on the icon bar.

4

Click on the CD Player icon on the icon bar. The main CDPiayer window will be
displayed.

00/ DQ:QQ QO:QO
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6
This window gives you a set of controls similar to the ones you will find on a
conventional CD player.

5

Use the controls in the main CDPiayer window to play the tracks on your CD.

6

To adjust the volume. click Menu over the CD icon on the icon bar and choose
Volume ... to display the CD volume control window.

For full details about the CDPlayer application, refer to the RISC OS 3 User Guide.
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Loading PhotoeD images using PhotoView
PhotoeD discs are CD-ROMs which contain images (such as photographs). It is
possible to have your own snapshots developed and placed on a PhotoeD disc. If
you own PhotoCD discs, you need to use the PhotoView application to view them
on your computer. You will find this in the Utili ties directory
To view images on a PhotoeD disc:
I

Place the PhotoCD disc in your CD-ROM drive.

2

Load the PhotoView application by double-clicking on its icon in the Utilities
directory.

3

Click on the PhotoView icon on the icon bar. This will open the contact sheet
for the PhotoeD in your CD-ROM drive.

4

Click on any image on the contact sheet to view it.

For full details about the Photo View application. refer to the RISC OS 3 User Guide.

Looking after COs
The following precautions should be observed when handling CDs·
•

Hold your CDs by the edges: do not touch the surface

•

Use a clean, soft. dry cloth to remove any dust or fingerprints from the surface.

•

Do not write on the surface of your CDs.

•

Do not stick paper to the surface of your CDs

•

Do not store CDs in high temperatures.

•

Do not use benzine. thinners. or similar solvents to clean the surface of CDs.

•

Do not make the centre hole larger or bend your CDs.

•

Do not drop CDs. or subject them to shock.

•

Always keep CDs in their cases when not in use.
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Care of your CD-ROM drive

Care of your CD-ROM drive
To avoid careless damage to your CD~ROM drive, there are a few basic procedures
you should follow
•

Do not insert any foreign objects into the disc tray

•

Except in an emergency (see below). do not force the tray to open manually.

•

When the drive is not in use, keep the tray closed to prevent dust and dirt
damaging it.

•

Make sure there are no heavy weights placed on top of the drive bay, since this
could result in damage to the drive

Ejecting a CD manually
If for any reason a CD becomes stuck in the drive (i.e. the drive door does not open
when you press the Loaci!Eject button), you can eject it manually as follows:
J

Shut down and switch off your computer and any peripherals connected to it
following the instructions in Switching oft the computer on page 67.

2

Remove the power lead from the wall socket.

3

Find a straight piece of strong wire, at least 5cm in length and l-2mm in
diameter. (An unfolded paper clip is ideal for this purpose.)

4

Push the end of this wire into the emergency eject hole on the front of the
CD-ROM drive and press firmly

The drive door will then open , and you can switch the power back on and continue
as normal.
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Appendix B: Protecting your hard disc

our computer can be protected against unauthorised tampering using the
Y:following
methods:
•

Protecting the disc file system against unwanted changes.

•

Protecting the system configuration memory (CMOS) against unwanted
changes and resets.

•

Protecting the computer as a whole from being stolen.
Before removing the top plastic cover of the computer
1
switch off the computer
2
remove the power lead from the wall socket.
Do not reconnect the power lead to the wall socket until you have replaced
the cover of the computer.
Do not make any adjustments inside the computer while the power lead is
connected to the wall socket.

Acorn Computers Limited cannot accept any liability for damage done to the
product during the installation of internal upgrades whether or not carried out in
accordance with the instructions in this chapter. If you don't feel confident about
carrying out any of the instructions in this chapter, ask your supplier to fit upgrades
for you (a charge may be levied by the supplier for installing any upgrades; such a
charge shall be entirely at the discretion of the supplier concerned).
Important note: During normal operation of the computer, the power supply unit
will become hot If you open the computer, be very careful not to touch this unit if
you have recently had the computer switched on.

Protecting the disc file system
The hard disc contents and system configuration can be protected from
unauthorised tampering by using the special locking software incorporated into
the Lock screen of the !Boot Configuration window. This locking software protects
the hard disc against any changes to its contents.
The locking software also protects the computer's software configuration against
unauthorised tampering.
Note: you can create a special directory (named Public) that can be used normally,
even though the rest of the disc is locked.
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Protecting the system configuration against unauthorised resets

There is more information about using the Lock screen in the chapter entitled

Changing the computer's configuration in the RISC OS 3 User Guide.

Protecting the system configuration against unauthorised resets
Even if you have used Lock. it is still possible for a user to reset your computer
back to the configuration supplied when it was delivered . A reset also loses your
Lock configuration. leaving your filin g system open to unauthorised access again.
However. it is possible to protect your computer against a reset and so protect your
filing system .

The Configuration protection connector
You can protect your computer against these types of resets by using the
Configuration protection connector. When this connector is set correctly, resets
cannot take place (the system just reboots). (There is more information about
Reset options in the RISC OS 3 User Guide.)
Setting the Configuration protection connector

Shut down and switch off your computer and any peripherals connected to it
following the instructions in Switching off the computer on page 67.

2

Remove the power lead from the wall socket.

3

Follow the instructions in Opening the computer on page 89. Remove both the top
cover and the middle layer.

4

Locate the Configuration protection connector using this diagram
Video RAM
connector

Back of
computer

network
connector

\

'

'

large
component
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Looking from the back of the computer to the front, the connector is just to the
right of the Video RAM connector. It is labelled LK5 The connector is quite
small
When the computer is delivered, the protection connector IS over pins I and 2
This is the unprotected position.

5

Remove the protection connector by gripping it between your fingers and
pulling firmly upwards and off the pins.

6

Place the connector so that it is over pin 2 and pin 3 and then push the
connector firmly down. This is the protected position.
The computer is now locked against configuration resets. You will now need to
move this connector back again before you can reset the computer.

Securing the computer
Your computer has been specifically designed with two anchorage holes in the rear
pins at the back of the computer. These can be used to secure the inside of the case
against unauthorised access. The points can also be used with a chain to anchor
the computer to a fixed item such as a desk.

Rear locking pin
Hole in pin
'\
'

Back of the computer
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Appendix C: Monitor configuration

ftis appendix tells you now to set up different types of monitor so tftat tftey
T operate
correctly witn your computer.
If you are using the Acorn AKF60 monitor you should not need to refer to this
appendix as you r computer is always set up to work with these monitors.
Information about connecting up the monitor is given on page 5.
If you are using one of the other types of monitor supplied by Acorn. you may need
to change the monitor type used by the computer. You only need to do this once
and then the computer will remember the monitor type.
If you want to use other types of monitor refer to Using non-Acorn monitors on
page 119.

Changing the monitor setup configuration
If you are not using the standard Acorn monitor supplied with your computer then
you may need to change the monitor setup definition stored in the computer. This
definition is changed using the Screen option in the !Boot configuration screen .
11111111

·I

~

I

Click on the hard disc icon on the icon bar

2

Double-click on the !Boot icon in the directory display window
This displays the Configuration window
rrJ I

!Boot

l!illlll • :
Discs

EJ

~...2$1

Floppies

liiii:~

-

[Q]
Scfeen

~

Mouse

Keyboard Memory

Sound

~
System

E [g

n

Fonts

Wtndows

Lock
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Changing the monitor setup configuration

3

Click on the Screen option in the Configuration window.
JD
Monitor type
Colours
Resolution

Sawn

I

1Jj
1Jj

Acorn AKF60

r

16 colours

I

!JJ

800x600

Blaokdetayl

Off

1.::..

Background texture
...) None

l <i'
~

_jLighter
Default

MOnitlr twe
AoomAKF50
Aoorn AKF52
AoomAKF60
Aoom AKF85
Auto

I

Cancel

I

Set

4

Click on the Monitor type menu icon to display the list of monitor types
available.

5

Click on the option that corresponds to your monitor type. If you are still not
sure which monitor type to use, choose Auto and then contact your dealer for
more information.

6

You can now, if you wish, set the Resolution and Colours. For more
information refer to the chapter Cf~anging the computer's configuration in the
RISC OS 3 User Guide.

7

Click on Set.

Acorn monitor types
Changing the monitor type configuration

In the unlikely event that you choose a monitor type that is completely
incompatible with your monitor type, you may not get a picture on the monitor.
To return to a screen combination that is usable, you must use Delete power on to
reset all the CMOS bytes. This also has the effect of changing the Monitor type,
Colours and Resolution to Auto. This should be usable on all VGA types of
monitor. Once you have a usable desktop you should select a Monitor type more
suitable for your monitor.
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To perform a Delete power on, follow this procedure·
Switch your computer off.
2

Hold down the Delete key and keep it h~.-.-.. down while switching on the
computer.
Keep it held down until the power-on sequence has completed

3

The Desktop screen will now be displayed, go back to previous section
Changing the monitor setup configuration and begin the configuration procedure
again.

You may have to reset the hardware protection connector before this procedure
works correctly; see Protecting your frard disc on page 113 for more information.

Using non-Acorn monitors
If you want to use a monitor that is not listed in the standard monitors menu list
you should contact your supplier for advice. In general. the monitor must be
capable of displaying at least 640 x 480dpi (dots per inch)- VGA standard. Your
supplier should be able to provide you with a suitable monitor definition file- this
is a file which is placed inside the !Boot application and allows your computer to
recognise the monitor which is connected.
Take the following steps to get a picture on your monitor
Use the information in this section to check
•

whether your monitor was supplied with the correct cable (if it wasn't.
refer back to your supplier)

•

whether your monitor needs an adaptor. and the right one was supplied

•

whether the computer's monitor configuration is suited to your monitor.

2

If your monitor needs an adaptor that isn't supplied. make one (or ask your
supplier to make one for you) using the information in Cables and adaptors

3

Connect the monitor to your computer. using the correct cable.

4

Follow the instructions in Switching on on page 9 to get a picture on the
monitor.

5

If necessary, change the mon itor setup configuration . You can probably use
the Auto monitor description file to give you a picture. Contact your supplier
for advice.
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Cables and adaptors

Cables and adaptors
This section gives you the pinouts on standard cables supplied with monitors. and
tells you how to make adaptors if they are required. The pinout of the video
connector on the back of the computer is illustrated in Video on page 126.
Although the cables and adaptors detailed in this chapter work correctly with the
computer hardware. you still need to obtain the correct software monitor
definition file for your monitor; contact your supplier for more mformation.

Cable type A
This cable is supplied with most VGA. Super VGA and Multiscan monitors and is
terminated at the computer end with a 15-way VGA styleD-type plug.
The table below shows the typical pinout for the computer end of this type of
cable. You can use this cable without modification.
Pin

120

VGA and Multiscan

Multiscan

1

Red

Red

2

Green

G reen

3

Blue

4

Not Connected

5
6
7

OV (ortest)

ov (See Note)
ov (or test)

Red Rtn (OV)

Red Rtn (OV)

Green Rtn (OV)

Green Rtn (OV)

8
9

Blue Rtn (OV)

Blue Rtn (OV)

1 Blue

Not Connected

Not Connected

10
11

ov

OV

OV (See note)

ov (See note)

12

Not Connected

Not Connected

13
14
15

HSync

HSync

1

VSync

VSync

Not Connected

Not Connected

Note: normally linked
to pin 10 (OV) in the
cable or in the monitor.

Adaptor plugs
15-way to 9-way adaptor for separate sync monitors
The cable supplied with some Multiscan monitors is terminated at the computer
end with a 9-way 0 -type plug. You need a standard 15-way plug to 9-way socket
adaptor:
15-way p lug
1

7
8
9

Red
Green
Blue
(nc)
OV (test)
Red rtn (OV) ---------Green rtn (OV) ~
Blue rtn (OV) ~
+5V

10
11
12
13
14
15

IDO
(nc)
HSync
VSync
(nc)

2

~:~~5
...
......
L··

1 6 11

9-way socket

3
4
5
6

ov

1

2
3
6

7
8

tl~

Note: the 100 to OV
connection will make the
computer generate
separate sync signals.

oo
Oo
oo
0

,/

5 9

9
4
5

I _

Most Multiscan monitors are now being designed to be VGA-compatible and will
work satisfactorily when driven with separate horizontal and vertical sync signals.
The IDO to OV connection makes the computer generate separate sync signals.

15-way to 9-way adaptor for composite sync monitors
The cable supplied with some monitors is terminated at the computer end with a 9
pin 0-type plug. You need a 15-way plug to 9-way socket adaptor
15-w ay p lug
1

5
,

:~.]15
...
......
...

1' 6 11

9-way socket

Red

2 Green
3 Blue
4 (nc)
5 OV (test)
6 Red rtn (OV)
7 Green rtn (OV) - - - 8 Blue rtn (OV)

1
2
3

6
7
8

9 +5V
10 OV - - - - - - - 11 IDO . . . .--~
12 (nc)
13 HSync - -----'
14 CSync - - - - - - - '
15 (nc)

9
4

Note: HSync (pin 13)
linked back into 100
(pin 11) tells the
computer that composite
(rather than separate)
sync is required, and that
only modes compatible
with a TV standard
monitor can be
displayed.

5

HSYNC to 100 connection makes the computer generate a composite sync signal.
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Adaptor plugs

15-way to SCART input socket
You need to make this cable (if it's not supplied) for use with televisions and
monitors using a SCART input socket:

-~

15-way plug j 2o pin SCART

51015

,

...
...
......

'

16 11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Red
Green - - Blue
(nc)
(test)
Red rtn (OV)
Green rtn (OV)
Blue rtn (OV)

15
11
7

ov

2019
13
9
5

75 ohms
9 +5V
--c--J16
10
17
18
11100
~
12 Function:w
8
13 HSync
220 ohms
14 CSync
~
20
15 (nc)

ov

:I
2 1

Optional stereo headphones jack

J
~

Centre
Tip
Outer

2

6
4

-

Note 1: HSync (pin 13)
linked back to 100
(pin 11) tells the
computer that
composite (rather than
vertical) sync is
required, and that only
modes compatible with
a TV standard monitor
can be displayed.
Note 2: on some TVs
you might have to switch
the TV manually into
SCART mode (check
how to do this in the TV's
manual).

~-

Connecting the stereo headphones jack will automatically cut off the sound to the
computer's internal speaker.
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Appendix D: Virus protection

our computer is protected against infection by computer viruses by a special
Y program
that watches out for viruses.
This program, VProtect (by Pineapple Software) loads automatically whenever you
switch on your computer.
Normally, you will not notice the virus protection. However, if you were about to
inadvertently load a virus VProtect stops the action from proceeding and displays a
warning such as that shown here:

WARNING 10raw is infected by the Vigay

wus

Warning The virus will not enter your computer. but will still be on the floppy disc
(or other media). Additional software is required to remove a virus; you should not
attempt this yourself because there may be malicious side-effects triggered by
deleting the files.

If you discover a virus which VProtect fails to detect. or need to obtain software to
remove an existing virus. contact Pineapple Software using the details on the
leaflet enclosed in the computer's packaging.
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Keyboard connector

t---~

The pins on the mini-DIN socket on the back of the computer are wired as follows:
Pin Signal

Pin Signal

1
3
5

Kdata

ov

2
4

Kclk

6

No connection
5V
No connection

6
4 (f

5
I

0

"1 (

< II

3

2 1

Headphones
The 3.5mm stereo jack plug (32 ohms impedance) is wired as shown.
Left Right
Ground

(1 //~,-//-r-n-II---,
Mouse connector
The pins on the mini-DIN socket on the back of the computer are wired as follows:

(')

Pin Signal

Pin Signal
~-

1
3
5

l~

XREF
SWITCH 2
XDIR
YREF
YDIR

2
4
6
8

SWITCH 1
OV return
5V supply
SWITCH 3

-

.....

9 <10
7
6 ' 00 '' 3
2 1

I

_j

Video

g

The pins on the 15-way D-type socket are as follows:
Pin Signal

1
3
5
7

2

RED
BLUE
TEST (OV)
G return (OV)
9 +5V
11 IDO
13 HSYNC
15 (n/c)
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----

Pin Signal

GREEN
4 (n/c)
6 R return (OV)
8 B return (OV)
10 ov
12 SCART Function
switch
VSYNC/CSYNC
114

--5

(ooooo l
10 \ o o o o o I 6
\') 0 0 0 -::;

15
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Glossary

T his glossary defines any new terms that you may have come across in the
guide. Terms in italics have their own definitions in this glossary.

ADFS - Advanced Disc Filing System (see the RISC OS 3 User Guide for more information).

adjust button- Righthand mouse button.

rr.:r11 adjust size icon -Icon in the bottom righthand corner of some windows. Drag this to change
~

I~

the size of a window.

adjuster arrows - Icon that appears in a dialogue box. Click on it to increase or decrease a
progressive series such as dates, or a sequence of numbers.

application - A program you use to perform tasks (such as word processing) or play
games on the computer.

application directory - Similar to an ordinary directory, in that it contains other files or
directories. Its name starts with an exclamation mark(!). Double-clicking on an
application directory starts the application (rather than just opening the directory).
Double-clicking whfle holding down the 1] (Shift) key opens the application
directory allowing you to view its contents.

application icon - Icon that appears on the icon bar when you start an application .
application window - The window or windows in which the application is displayed
Apps icon - An icon that is always present on the lefthand side of the icon bar Clicking on
this will give you access to the main applications stored in the computer such as
Draw and Paint

auto-start - You can configure the computer so t hat particular applications will
automatically start every time you switch on.
~
~

back leon - Click on this to send a window to the back of a pile of windows on the screen.
Click on the title bar or the Adjust size icon to bring it to the front again.
backplane - A small printed circuit board (PCB) sticking out vertically from the main PCB.
You plug expansion cards into the backplane.
backup - A copy of an important file (or directory, or even a whole disc).
bit - A unit of storage- a binary digit. One is circuit on. zero is circuit off.
byte - A unit of storage, which consists of eight bits (ones or zeros) of information .
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Caps Lock key- Key at the lefthand side of the keyboard. When the Caps Lock light is ON,
anything you type into the computer will be in upper case.

I

caret- A vertical bar in a file or writable menu option. Text you type in appears to the left of
the caret.
CD-ROM- A CD on which information can be stored. CO-ROMs are read-only, so you
cannot write information on them yourself. Your computer may be fitted with a
CD-ROM drive, allowing you to access the information stored on CO-ROMs.

clicking- Pressing and releasing one of the mouse buttons once (normally the Select
button. unless otherwise stated) .

clicking on - Pointing at with the mouse pointer and clicking Select.

M dose icon- Click Select on this to close a window or directory display. Click Adjust to close the
w:::J
window and simultaneously open its parent. Press l;' (Shift) and click Select on this
to close a window and leave its icon on the ?inboard (Double-dick on the Pinboard
icon to open it again). Press '(' (Shift) and click Adjust to open the parent without
closing the window.

computer control keys - These include the following keys: Ctrl. 1J (Shift). CapsLock, Alt.
.J (Return). the arrow keys, Delete, Insert, Home. End, Page Up and Page Down.
default- A standard setting or option. which the computer uses unless you tell it to do
something else.
save

default action button- a button in a dialogue box with a thicker border. This button is the
default action for the dialogue box: you can press the .J key on the keyboard rather
than clicking in this button.

Delete key - The function of this key depends on what application you are using. For
instance, in Edit (or a writable menu option) press this key to delete a character to the
left of the caret. In Draw, press this key to delete a selected object.
desktop - Area of the screen display where you run applications. open windows and so on.
destination disc- When making a backup, you copy information from an original source
disc to a blank, formatted destination disc.
devices and device icons- Devices really means storage devices - places where
information (files, directories or programs) is kept. Click on the device icon (on the
lefthand side of the icon bar) to see what is stored on the associated device.
dialogue box- A window in which you can set multiple options and supply file names in
writable menu options before the computer performs a task or operation.
directory- Storage area- like a folder- in which you can keep files or subdirectories.
directory display - Window that displays the contents of a directory or storage device.
Double-click on a directory to see its directory display.
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disc - See fiopp!J disc.
disc eject button -The small button to the right of the floppy disc drive used to remove a
disc from the disc drive. Make sure the drive indicator light is out before you press this
to e}ect a fiopp!J disc.
double-cllcldng - Pressing and releasing the Select or Adjust button twice in quick
succession

double-click arrow - When you double-dick on an object, the pointer will change to a
double-click arrow just after the first click. You have to make the second click
before the pointer reverts to its normal shape.

double density floppy discs - Floppy discs capable of holding 800KB of information when
formatted under ADFS (720KB when formatted under DOS).

drag - Press and hold down the Select or Adjust button and move the mouse, whilst the pointer
is over the ob ject you want to drag.

drive Indicator light - This is an LED that lights when the disc drive is being used by the
computer. There is one for the hard disc drive and one for the floppy drive.

Econet - This is a means of connecting two or more computers together so that they can
communicate with each other and share information It is a type of Local Area
Network (LAN) produced by Acorn. Contact your supplier for details.

eject - Press the disc eject button to eject a floppy disc.
Ethernet - Another type of LAN, developed by Xerox Corporation
expansion card - An extra circuit board fitted to your computer that will make it more
versatile and powerful. Expansion cards are available from your supplier.

flle - A collection of information bundled together and given a name to identify it. For
instance. a letter written on a word processor, a program, a printer definition file.
flle access - Controls who else can look at or change any of your files if your computer is
connected to a network (like Econet or Ethernet).
flle locks - Prohibit other users on a network from looking at or changing your files. and
prevent you from accidentally deleting files you have protected.

Filer menu - Menu displayed when you click Menu over a directory display.
flllng system - (e.g. ADFS)- A logical and structured way of storing and manipulating files.
See the RISC OS 3 User Guide for more information .
floppy disc - Removable disc for storing information. Your computer uses 3.5 inch floppy
discs

font - A typeface that the computer uses (e.g. Homerton. Trinity) Some are permanently
stored in the computer's ROM. and some are in !Fonts You can buy extra fonts.
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format - Formatting a disc prepares it to receive information from the computer
function keys - Set of keys along the top of the keyboard. What they do depends on which
application you are using.
hard disc - A storage device fitted permanently ins ide the computer. Can hold much more
information than a fioppy disc.
high density floppy disc - Floppy disc capable of holding 1600KB of information when
formatted under ADFS ( 1440KB under DOS)

Icon bar - Strip along the lower edge of the desktop showing icons for devices and applications
currently accessible from the computer's memory.

icons - Small pictures representing applications, devices, files, directories and so on
Input focus - When the input focus is on a particular file's window, you can alter that file
(type in text, add graph ics etc) The t it le bar and other icons on the window wi ll
change colour.

keyboard - Built in or attached to computer by a cable. You use it to input information to
the computer

keyboard map - The layout of the keys on the keyboard This includes all the special and
accented characters. Read the chapter Using the keyboard for more information.
kilobyte (KB) - Unit of size relating to storage space in a computer. There are 210 (I 024)
bytes in a kilobyte. A formatted high density fioppy disc can hold about 1600KB. A hard
disc can hold much more.
LED -

Light Emitting D iode. The lights on the front of the computer are LEDs.

letterbox - A type of screen mode, much wider than it is high. Used to display old type
screen modes for backward compatibility purposes.

local area network (LAN) - A general term for a network like Econet or Ethernet.
megabyte (MB) -There are 2 10 (I 024) kilobytes in a megabyte.
memory - The computer's information storage areas (see also RAM). If you try to run too
many applications at once. you may run out of computer memory and have to quit
some of the applications you are not using.

menu - List of actions you can choose from to perform on (or within) files. directories.
applications and so on.
Menu button -Middle mouse button. Click it to display a menu .
menu option - See menu
modem - Short for Modulator-Demodulator A device that allows the computer to send
and receive electronic signals via the telephone system.
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monitor - Screen unit (like a TV set) used to display communications from the computer.
Monitors can be colour or monochrome (black and white) Also known as a Visual
Display Unit (VDU)
Monltor'Type - A computer variable that determines which screen modes your monitor can
display
mouse -

Small plastic box with three buttons on top and a cable attaching it to the
computer. Hold it in your right hand . if you're right handed Moving it moves the
pointer on the screen.

network - Computers may be connected to one another on a network. allowing them to
share information and equipment Econet and Ethernet are examples of networks.

Press · t (Shift) while dragging a file to move (rather than just copy) a file from one

move -

directory to another.
numeric keypad - Group of keys on t he righthand end of the keyboard. When the NumLock
key is on, the keys enter the numbers marked on them. With NumLock off. they
may behave differently, depending on the application .

_j

operating system - Actions you tell the computer to perform via the desktop are translated
by the operating system into instructions that the computer can understand.

[7' optJon Icon -Icon that appears in a dialogue box. Click on it to toggle (switch) an option on

IV

or off.
parent directory - A parent directory contains subdirectories and files The files and
subdirectories you see in a directory display are "children" of this parent directory.
peripheral -An item of hardware. e.g. a printer. monitor or modem
Pin board - Application that makes use of the blank areas of the desktop You can drag icons
onto the desktop itself and they will 'stick' there (still in the computer's memory,
just not open on the desktop)

Arrow displayed on the desktop. It moves when you move the mouse. Use it to
move. change or select items on the desktop.

pointer -

~

pop-up menu Icon -Icon that appears in a dialogue box. Click on it to display a submenu.
printer -

Peripheral which pri nts files or documents onto paper.

printer definition ftle ~
connected to.
JP-150
,.~1\!,

printer manager -

A program which tells the computer what type of printer it is

Application that oversees the printing process.

Signifies that you need to type in a command or supply information (e.g. the •
prompt that appears when you press Fl2).

'Printers prompt -

quit - To close a file or application, and remove its windows from the screen
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radio Icon - One of a group of buttons that appears in a dialogue box, only one of which may
\.

-

)

be selected at once.

RAM -

Random Access Memory- part of the computer information storage system which
is accessible for storing or retrieving information without using discs. Information in
RAM is lost when the computer is switched off.

resources - The means with which your computer runs programs and applicatio"s.
Return (.J) key - Key on the keljboard that you press to signify the end of an instruction to
the computer (e.g when you've finished typing in a file name in a writable menu box)
or to start a new line in an Edit file.

RISC OS - Stands for: Reduced Instruction Set Computer Operating System See also
operating system.
ROM - Read Only Memory- similar to RAM. but ROM doesn't lose its contents when you
switch the computer off. The operating SIJSiem and several applications and fonts are
permanently present in ROM.

root directory ($)- The top-level directory in a filing system (all other files. subdirectories etc
are contained in it) .

save - Keep a permanent copy of a file in its current state (including any changes made
since the last save) .

SCART - Type of connector used to connect some types of monitor or TV to the computer.
Gives better picture and sound quality than using an ordinary coaxial aerial cable.

screen mode - Governs the physical appearance of the desktop on your display or monitor.
scroll arrows - Arrows at either end of the scroll bars of a window that is not large enough to
show all of a file.
scroll bar - Shaded bar along the righthand (and sometimes lower) edge of a window.
scrolling - Moving around a large file using the scroll bars and scroll arrows
Select button - Lefthand mouse button. Used to select items. choose menu options. drag
icons.
self~tests -

A series of tests performed by the computer when you switch on.

Shutdown - Menu option on the task manager icon bar menu. Choose this before you switch
off the computer- it ensures that the computer shuts down 'gracefully'.

sUder - Box within scroll bar. Drag it to move around a file.
source disc - See destination disc.
storage device -See devices.
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subdirectory -

Directory in a parent directory.

submenu - Menu accessed by moving the pointer over an arrow on a main menu.
system application - Contains some of the resources that are common to all applications
system disc - Floppy disc containing system applications.
Task manager - Icon on righthand side of icon bar. Use it to control how the computer
uses its memory.

title bar - Area of a window in which the name of the file, application or directory appears
toggle size Icon - leon in the top righthand corner of a window Clicking on this toggles
between full size and the last size at which a window was displayed.

toggling - Switching alternately between two states, usually by clicking Select (e.g.
clicking repeatedly on the Toggle size icon of a window, or an optio n icon in a
dialogue box).

track - An area defined on a disc when you format it. on which the computer stores data
typewriter keys - Block of keys on the keyboard which resemble those on a typewriter
verify - After a floppy disc is formatted the computer will verify it, to make sure that the
operation has completed successfully.

window - Area of the screen designated for a particular activity or display- e.g. an Edit
window (used to create a text file) or a directory display.
work disc - Floppy disc containing an application . !Scrap and a work directory
writable menu option - A submenu option or part of a larger dialogue box. Either it already
has a caret in it. or the pointer changes to a caret when it is over the option,
indicating that you need to click in it and type in something (e.g. a file name).

write·protect - To lock a floppy disc so that the information on it cannot be changed .
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Acorn Computer s Limite d
E nd-User Licence Conditions for the RISC Ope rating Syste m
Before usi>lg your Acorn computer, please read the RISC OS End-User Licence
Conditions detailed below.
If you do not agree to the terms and conditions of the End-User Licence, please repack
the unused system and return it to your supplier.
1. Lieenee
The aystecn, •eJ)lication, utilities ancl other .!IOftwar.e supplied in and witlt the accotnpa••yiug product
("'the Software'), whether on dis~, on ROM? on CD-H0 \1' or on other media ("'the M1•dia") togcth.-r with
the related doeuroeutation are licemed to >'Ou by Acorn Cotnputers Limited (..Acorn"'). Acorn or it..9
l.ieen.eors retain owoer~hip of all int.eUeetual property ri&htt in the Software. Thi51ic4"nce permiiJI you to
use the Software on a single Acorn computer and you may wake one copy of the Software for back ..up
purpose• ooly. You may be graoted additional rights? which will be specilied in the af'companying
Software. You mu&t reproduce on any back-up eopy of the Software all eoy·yright and propriewry
notices which appf'ar on the or~ n al copy of the Software. You may transferal of your l.ic:enc:e right• in
the Software and related doewnentaliou ONLY in conjunction with the transfer of the accOIDJ>an)'illg
product Af\1) provided that the trantfeflee ha11 read and agre-ed to ac:cc~pt th~ terma and condition of this
licence.

2. Re•triction•
Except as authorised abcn·e or ex-preuly perm_itted by statute. you may not copy, modify, decomplle,
rever&e engineer, rent, leaJe, gift, loan, di.!t•iliute or transfer poueuion of the Software or the related
documentation in whole or i.n part.
3. Termination

This licence i.!l effective until terminated. You may terminate the licence by destroying the Software and
all copies ther-eof and the related doeumeutalion. Thit licence will t.enn_inate automatjca.Liy wi1hout
notice if )'Ou fail to compl)· with any of its pro\f'i.sioru. Upon termination you mmt destrO)' the Software
and aU copiet thereof and the related documentation.
4. Unt.it ed

Warr~Uy

aud

O:i&e.lai.tt~er

Acorn warrants that the Media upon which lhe Software is supplied are free from defects under normal
u~Je for a period of ninety (90) dayt from the date of pureha5e, a11 evirlf"nced by a copy of your t"eceipt.
Your Acorn Authorised Dealer will repair or n:place defective Media if returned within ninety days of
purcha!e.
The Soft'ft•arr. and the related documentation i.s amppl.ied ..aa U" and Acorn and its Hcenilont expressly
di&elaim any warranty. express or implied, at to the merchantability of t.be Software and the related
doeumentation or their fitnc•u for any particular purpo.se.
In no circum.!llances will Acorn, ita lictnsors or its dealera be liable for any direct, indirect ,
consequential or incidental damage (including loss of profitt, hu.siness intf'rruption and lo.!l.ll of data)
arising out of the u&e or the inability to u8e the Software or related doowneutation, even if Acorn or its
Authorised Dealer bas been advised of the pos~ibil.ity of t ucb damage.

5. General
The above term8 and condition& .!lupersede any prior agreement. oral or written. between )'OU and Acorn
relati11g to the Software.
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